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..Section 1 .
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
SCOPE AND PURPOSE .
Sensitivities of Space Shuttle System weight and cost to variations in
structural weights are critical parameters needed to compare design alterna-
tives at all levels of vehicle system design. Applications vary from use
in program risk evaluation, comparing major configuration alternatives,
through system growth studies, needed to plan weight control programs, down
to engineering tradeoffs at the most detailed level of design. The objective
of this study is to evaluate system weight and cost sensitivities for the
five representative Space Shuttle configurations illustrated in Fig. 1-1.
A principal purpose in doing so .is to enhance understanding of the range
of variation of system sensitivity values arid of the causes for these
variations. Sensitivities vary widely from., one case to another and depend
significantly on the assumptions used when resizing the vehicle to retain
compliance with performance requirements. Thus, it is important to the user
of sensitivities to understand their derivation, and it is the purpose here
to delineate all significant features of the methods of derivation used.
Each of the five, configurations in Fig. 1-1 is designed to meet the perform-
ance requirements imposed by the Space Shuttle Request for Proposal (RFP),
issued "by NASA on IT March 1972. Configurations C and D utilize reusable
solid rocket motors (SRMs), which burn in parallel with the orbiter main
engines, and an expendable external tank.to carry the hydrogen/oxygen
propellants for these main engines. These represent the type of configuration
specified by the RFP. Configuration D employs a delta-wing, orbiter, the type
favored by NASA arid proposed by the potential contractors in response to the
RFP, while Configuration C uses a delta-body orbiter of a type studied for the
past several years by IMSC. Configurations A and B use larger versions of the
1-1
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delta body configuration, incorporating a sufficient main engine complement
(11 engines in A and 9 in B) to provide the total ascent propulsion thrust.
Configuration A employs, in addition to droptanks, reusable internal tanks
in the orMter and is the latest stage-and-one-half version resulting from
extensive IMSC study of this system. Configuration B is also a stage-and-one-
half but carries propellants needed by the orbiter (after the droptanks are
staged) in an external tank which is carried to orbit. As in Configuration
C and I), the external tank incorporates a retro system to enable it to be
deorbited on the first orbital revolution. Configuration E uses a flyback
heat-sink booster, an external orbiter tank, and an orbiter essentially
identical to that of Configuration D.
After definition of the baseline designs, the question is asked: "What
would be the system weight and program cost effects, at various specified
phases of the development program, of a change from the baseline in the estim-
ated structural subsystem weight of any one of the major vehicle elements
(orbiter, orbiter external tank, droptank, SEM booster, or flyback booster,
as applicable)?" The following three phases of the development program are
specified, giving consideration to constraints imposed on redesign when the
weight change occurs: (l) preliminary design phase, when all system elements
and systems can be resized to establish a new "optimized" configuration (2) de-
tailed design phase, when it is assumed that, while any required changes are
made to meet all performance requirements, only one vehicle element is re-
sized to maintain ascent performance capability, and (3) test/operations
phase, when ho redesign is allowed but a payload capability loss results from
an overweight vehicle element. Thus the problem of extimating sensitivities
can be considered a problem of predicting the behavior of the Space Shuttle
program organization, with respect to vehicle redesign, if weight trouble is
encountered. An estimation of the cost effect of payload capability loss
goes even beyond that organization, to consideration of the cost of payload
system redesign.
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BASELINE WEIGHTS
Weight data for major elements of each of the baseline configurations are
summarized in Table 1-1. In designing each of these vehicle systems, the
.payload requirement of UOK to 90-degree inclination (polar) was the most
severe requirement of the three missions specified in the RFP, and this
mission was used to size the ascent propulsion systems and tankage.
The fact that Configuration B is somewhat lighter than Configuration A results
only slightly from the better mass fraction of external tanks compared to
internal tanks. Most of the effect comes from secondary weight savings in
main engines, on-orbit and retro propellants, thermal protection and landing
gear, and more nearly optimum staging (with less constraint on the orbiter
propellant quantity). The overall effect was sufficient to allow reduction
of the orbiter length by 17 feet to provide even greater savings. While Con-
figuration B avoids the .development risk of large reusable cryogenic tankage,
it involves increased TPS risk because of it's higher wingloading.
Configuration C is lighter than Configuration D because of the lower weight
orbiter caused mostly by less weight in structure, in the on-orbit maneuvering
system (CMS), and in the reaction control system (RCS). The delta body struc-
ture has less total surface area (ll,21Q. ft2) than deltal wing vehicle (l2,-968 ft2'
and the structure is distributed to cause lower line loads. A 7880-lb estim-
ated savings in structural weight is considered conservatively low. The QMS
and RCS in the delta body vehicle take advantage of the greater internal
volume available to show a weight savings of about 11,000 Ib by using hydrogen/
oxygen propellants rather than the less efficient storable propellents used in
the delta wing vehicle. An estimated increase in development cost for Hp/Og
RCS of about $kQ million is more than compensated for by the effects of a
U,000-lb RCS weight saving, which yields a program cost reduction (500 flight
program) of over $100 million.
The orbiter of Configuration E is the same as that of Configuration D except
that 6,000 Ib of abort rocket thrust structure is removed, plus the secondary
Table 1-1
WEIGHT SUMMARY
BASELINE CONFIGURATIONS
(103 Pounds)
A
B
C
D
E
Orbiter
Droptank
Total
Orbiter
Ext Tank
Droptank
Total
Orbiter
Ext. Tank
SRM Booster
Abort Motors
Total
Orbiter
Ext. Tank
SRM Booster
Abort Motors
Total
Orbiter
Ext. Tank
Booster
Total
Dry
300
135
257
38
98
160
67
319
171
68
383
165
55
437
Inert*
(W 40K P/L)
345
145
302
41
106
203
73
319
68
215
73
383
76
208
59
. 4 9 2
Liftoff
(W 40K P/L)
692
3,207
3,899
325
936
2,296
3,557
218
1,671
2,619
68
4,576 •
241
1,681
3,252
76
5,250
234
1,170
2,599
4,003
*Orbiter inert weight is landing weight; other element inerts are staged weight
1-5
effects of this -removal. The Confi-guration E;flyback booster uses 12 liquid
rocket engines with 8$ overthrust capability. With the failure of any one
engine, liftoff" at essentially the normal thrust-to-weight would still be
possible. For this reason, it is assumed that no separate abort rocket
system need be incorporated.
BASELINE COSTS
Estimated program costs for the five baseline designs are illustrated in
Fig. 1-2. The stage-and-one-half configurations (A and B) show slightly
greater development costs and considerably less operations cost than the
solid boosted configurations (C and D). The greater development cost is
primarily due to the larger-sized orbiter needed to incorporate all ascent
rocket engines. It may be the uncertainty in this cost estimate for develop-
ment of a large orbiter which most detracts from the desirability to NASA
of the stage-and-one-half approach. The lower recurring costs result
mainly from the lesser cost of operational hardware and propellants.
While advantage is taken in Configurations C and D of reuse of solid rocket
systems to a reasonable extent (average of 6 reuses for solid cases and sub-
systems), they are eventually expended and there is still a clear cost ad-
vantage of droptanks and liquid propellants as expendables over solid rocket
systems.
Comparing Configurations A and B, the orbiter of Configuration B, being slightly
smaller than that of A, costs a little less to develop. The added recurring
costs for more expendable tankage compensates for development and production
savings to make the total program cost pattern for Configuration B almost
identical to that for A.
There is a saving of about $*4-00 million in total program cost (500 flight pro-
gram) for Configuration C compared to Configuration D. The lower weight delta
body orbiter allows a reduction in liftoff weight from 5.25M Ib to U.58M Ib
and reduces SRM requirements so that the average recurring cost per flight
1-6
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drops about $750^ 000. These estimates have "been made on a conservative basis
and more detailed study should show even greater savings. An area of cost
comparison "between Configurations C and D which is probably not conservative
is the orbiter development cost, estimated for C to be only $11 million more
than for D. This is the balance of a $^ OM increase due to the H?/0? RCS
system and a savings due to lighter weight structure. Due to lack of data,
no complexity factor has been introduced to.account for the more-complex
shape of "the Configuration C delta body orbiter. If conservative factors of
1.1 for development and 1.2 for production were applied to the delta body
structure costs, an increase of about $50M would accrue in the Configuration
C orbiter non-recurring costs. The 500 flight program results would then
show Configuration C non-recurring costs to be .$20M more than for D rather
than $30M less, and total program savings would be reduced from $^ OOM to
$350M. Thus, Configuration C clearly has a lower total program cost
than D, but its development cost could be _slightly higher.
The development cost of Configuration E, with its fully reusable booster,
is sufficiently greater than that of D that it takes a full 750 flight pro-
gram to reach a breakeven point.
In view of the various aspects of costs, a significant advantage of the
currently proposed Configuration D over Configurations A, B, or C may be
minimum uncertainty in development cost estimates. It is beyond the scope
of this study to completely evaluate the magnitude of this advantage. How-
ever, as will be seen, the sensitivity values provided can contribute some
insight, since they would be some of the important inputs to a risk analysis.
SENSITIVITY SUMMARY •
A summary of cost sensitivity results of this study (considering "free" input
weight) is depicted in Figure 1-3. Further detail is provided in extensive
tables in Section 5., including the breakdowns of total program cost sensiti-
vities for a 500 flight program into the contributions from development, pro-
duction, and recurring cost changes and by the system cost changes in each
1-8
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major vehicle element. Also, for Configurations A and D, results for a 250
flight program and a 750 flight program are included. For all cases, values
for both free and costed input weight are provided. (Free input weight re-
sults are applicable to design trade studies and are used throughout this
summary.) Performance and direct cost sensitivities are also delineated in
considerable detail. By providing this wide range of results and providing,
in Section h, an extensive discussion of the methods used in their derivation,
it is hoped to enhance understanding of the subtleties of the variations in
these important parameters.
Fixed performance sensitivities are applicable for changes during preliminary
design and detailed design phases when the vehicle can be redesigned to retain
compliance with performance requirements. As seen in Figure l-3> these sensi-
tivities show a range of total program cost effects from less than $2,000 per
Ib to about $14-2,000 per Ib. Much of this spread can be naturally attributed
to the rocket stage being considered (less sensitivity for booster input
weight than for orbiter), but there can be a factor of three between corre-
sponding cost sensitivities for different configurations.
The relatively high fixed performance sensitivities to orbiter weight of the
solid booster vehicles (Configurations C and D) results principally from the
increase in the recurring costs for SRMs of increased size. This is such
a strong effect that the total program cost sensitivity of Configuration D
is considerably greater than that of Configuration A even though its develop-•
ment cost'sensitivity during preliminary design is only about ^0% of that
for A.
An apparent anomaly occurs in the change in sensitivity when going from the
preliminary design phase to the detailed design phase. The sensitivities
of the stage-and-one-half cases (and the two-stage case) decrease considerably,
while that for the solid-booster vehicles increases slightly. This irregu-
larity results from the redesign constraints appropriate for these two types
of vehicle during detailed design. The main engine thrust for the stage-and-
1-10
one-half system would be frozen late in the preliminary design at a liftoff
thrust-to-weight ratio of 1.3, which is large enough to allow for a later
increase in droptank size. The resizing assumption for the stage-and-one-
half thereafter involves constant thrust engines (with decreasing thrust-
to-weight ratio down to 1.15). This involves minimal redesign of the orbiter.
The result is a considerably lower nonrecurring cost sensitivity. It can be
said that the cost penalty had already been taken when the orbiter and its
engines were oversized to provide a sufficient thrust-to-weight margin. A
thrust-to-weight decrease from 1.3 to 1.15 in Configuration A provides for
approximately 20,000 Ib of orbiter growth.
For the solid-boosted systems, the orbiter redesign is always "minimal"
since its main engines are not critical to liftoff and are assumed fixed
even during preliminary design. This is the reason for low development
cost sensitivities (in both preliminary and detailed design phases) for these
cases.
In detailed design when the external tank size is fixed, there is a slightly
higher gross-weight sensitivity and the solids (which, to their benefit, are
still assumed to be resized with a constant thrust-to-weight ratio) grow
more than in the preliminary design phase.
An important advantage of solids is that they can be resized in both propellant
quantity and thrust level fairly easily. This means that the vehicle does
not have to be oversized initially to allow for possible growth that may not
occur. This.advantage shows up here as an apparent disadvantage of a continued
high cost sensitivity in the detailed design phase. This effect actually results
from the fact that more design flexibility can be retained with a solid
booster than in the case of stage-and-one-half (thrust, as well as propellant
capability, can be changed).
A point to be noted about the nature of cost sensitivities is that they must
be examined in context with the baseline design and baseline costs. Any vehicle
can be desensitized by oversizing the baseline so that little or no redesign
1-11
is ever required. Each system approach has its own peculiar' characteristics,
and direct sensitivity comparisons must be interpreted with care.
PERFORMANCE/COST SENSITIVITY CORRELATION
Figure 1-h provides a comparison of performance sensitivity (that of liftoff
weight with respect to orbiter weight) with total program cost sensitivity
to orbiter weight. It can be seen that good correlation exists between these
two sensitivities for Configurations A, B, C, and D during the preliminary
design phase. However, in the detailed design phase, or when Configuration
E is considered, very little correlation exists.
It appears that for Configurations with expandable booster systems, when
complete design freedom is available a program cost change can be reasonably
well predicted from the value of a liftoff weight change. The program cost
of a system with a reusable booster is, however, much more sensitive to
liftoff weight. Also when design constraints appropriate to a given system
are imposed(that is, in the detailed design phase), prediction of program cost
changes requires more careful analysis of each configuration separately.
CONCLUSIONS
The results presented point to these principal conclusions:
1. Space Shuttle cost sensitivities are quite high for all configurations.
The following table summarizes the most important values, which
are the sensitivities to orbiter weight for Configuration'D, the
currently planned approach.
CONFIGURATION D SENSITIVITIES
TO ORBITER WEIGHT
Program Phase Development Cost Total Program Cost
($00 flights)
Prelim. Design $UoOO/lb $3U,900/lb
Detailed Design $^ 00/lb $36,900/lb
Test/Operations - $85,000/lb
1-12
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2. Sensitivity values vary widely with the various parameters of
this study. Figure 1-5 depicts the trends for the four principle
parameters. It also indicates the significance of each parameter
by the ratio between the maximum and minimum cost sensitivity over
the range of the parameter (for the worst case with other parameters
held fixed).
Review of the methods used to obtain the results shows that to utilize these
methods requires extensive computerized system design and costing capabilities.
Since care has been taken to avoid overlooking any significant cost effects,
the sensitivity results are believed reliable within perhaps ±25%. . This is
sufficient accuracy for most applications of system sensitivities.
It is likely that simpler methods for deriving sensitivities with comparable
accuracy can be developed. The extensive results of this study could be
used as a data bank of accurate results (based on the assumptions made)
for testing the validity of simpler analysis techniques.
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• Section 2 -
/GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The performance requirements to be met by all configurations are those defined
in "Space Shuttle Program Request for Proposal No. 9-BC14.21-67-2-UOP", issued
by NASA on 17 March 1972. This document contains approximately ho pages of
technical requirements, ranging from the General System Requirements, in which
capabilities required for three missions are defined, through quite detailed
performance requirements for each of the vehicle subsystems. - By. drawing on
the results of the LMSC proposal effort, which defined Configuration D, each
of five configurations are designed to meet all of these performance require-
ments. •
The Space Shuttle RFP specifies a solid rocket booster system .such as Con-
figuration C or D. These two configurations are designed to meet all RFP
requirements'.and have nearly identical capabilities.. 'As shown in Figure 2-1,
mission performance capability of the other configurations varies somewhat
even though all configurations meet the same.mission requirements. Other
specifics; of performance, such as abort capability, will also vary with
configuration' but designs are as comparable as possible.
2.2 DESIGN .GRCUNDRULES [ ' : ' . - ' • • - . ' :
Groundrules'for the design .of each configuration are summarized 'as follows:
Configuration A, Stage-and-Ohe-Half .
• Body shape and length the same as Model LS-200-11, as defined
'in LMSC/A'995931, Vol!. II, Part 2, of Alternate Concepts" Study.
Extension, Final Report, dated 15 November 1971.
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• Fin size to be increased as needed to meet 150 knots landing
speed requirement
• Structure weight to be modified to be consistent with titanium/
aluminum honeycomb used on Configuration D
• Weights of all subsystems to be updated to be consistent with
capabilities of Configuration D
• Hg/Og on-orbit maneuvering propulsion system (OMPS) arid reaction
control system (RCS)
• OMPS and RCS tankage to be common and to incorporate cross-
feed capability with main engine system for maximum mission .
flexibility (similar to Model LS-200-ll)
• Addition of two airbreathing engines (to Model LS-200-ll), for
a total of six, to meet loiter capability at 10,000 ft altitude.
Configuration ~B, Stage-and-One-Half with External Orbiter Tank
• Delta-body orbiter shortened from LS-200-ll by approximately
17 feet and internal ascent tanks removed
• Three tanks of same diameter, with twin droptanks containing
added cylindrical sections as needed to establish a reasonable
design considering:
(1) Near optimum staging
(2) Convenient attachment
(3) Center of gravity travel producing less than 10 degrees of
engine gimbal
• Nine main engines and a liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of
1.25
OMPS and RCS
2-3
Configuration. C, Delta-Body Rocket-Assisted Orbiter
• Similar to Configuration D (LMSC proposal) but with delta body
orbiter
• Orbiter of minimum length to contain payload bay and subsystems
(Ref. length = 120 feet)
• Three main engines of same size ,as Configuration D - approxi-
mately kjOK. vacuum thrust in accordance with interface control
document requirements
• H2/02 OMPS and RCS
« Staging velocity for minimum GLOW
Configuration D, Delta-Wing Rocket-Assisted Orbiter
• Design as defined in detail in IMSC proposal in response to
Space Shuttle RFP (has staging velocity for minimum GLOW)
Configuration E, Two-Stage with Flyback,'. Heatsink Booster and External
Tank Delta-Wing Orbiter
• Orbiter same as Configuration H, except as stated below
• Orbiter engines started after staging (series burn)
• Removal of abort rocket system (including abort thrust
structure removal from orbiter)
• Orbiter engines of same size as used in booster, except
larger expansion ratio (90:1 rather than 35 ;l)
• Smaller, series-burn type external tank
• Booster to have 12 H /O main engines of sufficient thrust
to provide 1.25 liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio
• Staging velocity for minimum gross liftoff weight but less
than 6,000 ft/sec to allow heatsink type thermal control on reentry
. ' • 2-lt-
2.3 RESIZING GROIMDRULES
Resizing groundrules for determining system sensitivities to weight changes
are of course different for the preliminary design and detailed design phases.
In addition, specific ground rules apply uniquely to each configuration. In
general, for the preliminary design phase all system elements can be redesigned
and resized as needed to determine a new "optimized" configuration. In the
detailed design phase, it is assumed that only one vehicle element is resized
to meet ascent performance.
For both design phases, orbiter redesign is also needed in cases of orbiter
weight changes to (l) retain crossrange capability (affects the thermal pro-
tection system, TPS), (2) retain landing speed (affects wing or fin size),
and (3) meet flying and landing load requirements (affects structure and
landing gear). For Configuration E, these same factors apply to the flyback
booster when booster weights change, and to resizing of the airbreathing-
engine system (ABES) as needed. These considerations are summarized in
Fig. 2-2 as they apply to each of the five configurations.
2.k . COATING GROUNDRULES
The principal groundrules for costing are listed in Fig. 2-3. More detail
on the traffic model, as well as data on the cost estimating relationships
(CERs), is included is Section it-.3.
2-5
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Section 3 • ' '
CONFIGURATION BASELINES
Before system sensitivities can "be computed, fairly complete" "baseline designs
must be defined." The design choices made for the "baseline can have significant
effects on sensitivities. Conservative designs are-generally less sensitive
since less redesign is required to retain compliance with requirements. The
five "baseline configurations, whose characteristics are summarized in this
section, have -been designed to a common set of requirements arid, to'the extent
possible, with the same degree of conservatism. They are each distinctive-""
approaches, however, and each must be-considered in light 'of its own peculiar
characteristics. ' ' . - . - • . . .
3.1 CONFIGURATION A: STAGE-AND-ONE-HALF
The stage-and-one-half concept (Orbiter Configuration depicted: in Figure; •?•
3.1-1-)* employs a fully reusable orbiter vehicle in combination with a. single
set of expendable droptanks the stage-and-one-half system shown is basically a'
derivative.of an existing Lockheed design (Model LS-200-11)**. Primary
differences are subsystem weight increases (comparable to configuration D),
increased fin area to provide capability for a landing speed of 150 knots,
(the effects of which are included in the weight data) and the use of LO /LH
for the RCS subsystem.
All rocket.and airbreathing engines and attitude control thrusters are
assembled in the orbiter. The droptank assembly contains only the elements
necessary for storing the propellants during ascent, and the plumbing and
* Configuration drawings are ,at the end of the section.
** See LMSC-A995931, Final Report, Alternate Concepts Study Extention,
Vol II, Part 2, One-And-One-Half Stage System, dated 15 November 1971-
3-1
instrumentation required for propellant transfer and pressurization, and
pressure, temperature, and fluid level control. Thus, by reducing the
function of the droptanks to that of a tank proper, and by selecting a
configuration permitting a highly weight-effective design, a very -high
propellant fraction is obtained for this element of the vehicle .system.
Consequently, optimum staging is .achieved at a high velocity, exceeding
18,000 ft/sec. . ,
Using eleven U6o,000 Ib sea-level thrust main rocket engines and with all
engines operating at liftoff, a payload capability of ^ 0,000 Ib is achieved
with a nominal gross liftoff weight of 3-9 x 10 . lbj corresponding to a
nominal liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio of 1.30. Weight and cost summaries
are shown in Tables 3-1-1 and 3.1-2.
A typical development schedule showing key milestones related to orbiter
and tank development is shown in Figure 3-1-2. The relationship of
performance and vehicle sensitivities to the program schedule is Illustrated.
Orbital maneuvering' capability is .provided by. an orbital maneuvering -
propulsion system '(OMPS) consisting of two RL10 'engines -in combination
with LOp/LH propellant tanks and a feed system designed for the long
storage time requirement. The main engines may also'use some of these
.propellants when not needed on orbit. Only one RL10 engine is used for
normal operation, the second being a standby providing engine-out cap-
ability. Full attitude control capability is obtained during the ascent
phase by gimbaling,5 of the 11 main engines,, and pitch and yaw control
during orbit maneuvers by gimbaling the.operating RL10 engine.
A reaction control propulsion system (RCS) using LOp/LEL propellant provides
roll control during RL10 engine' operation and full attitude control capa-
bility on orbit and during the initial reentry phase. It is also used for
supplying the three-axis translatory impulses for docking and similar
maneuvers. The LO?/LH propellants were chosen because of low contamination,
3-2
TABLE 3.1-1
DELTA-BODY STAGE -AND-ONE -HALF
MISSION WEIGHT SUMMARY
CONFIGURATION A
System
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Induced Envir. Protection
Landing, Recovery, Docking
Propulsion — Ascent
Propulsion — Auxiliary
Prime Power
Elect. Conver. and Distr.
HydraConver. and Distr.
Surface Controls
Avionics
Environmental Control
Personnel Provisions . !
Growth/Uncertainty
Subtotal (Dry Weight)
Personnel
Cargo
Residual Fluids
Subtotal (Inert Weight)
Reserve Fluids
In-Flight Losses
Propellant — ' Ascent
Propellant — Maneuv/ACS
Total Orbiter
Total Droptank
GLOW
Orbiter
N/A
21,644
62,602
36,183
16,017
108,230
7,942
4,123
2,915
2,091
4,293
7,344
4,456
1,26.9
20,780
299,889
1,621
40,000
3,453
344,963
.: 1,953
5,850
319,919
.19,351
692,036
Droptank
'
134,726 .
10,512
145,238
8,080
7,170
3,046,469
•
3,206,957
'
\ GLOW
3,898,993
3-3
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acceptable hazard and cost effectiveness relative to other alternatives
(for delta-body vehicles when sufficient volume is available).
3.2 CONFIGURATION B: STAGE-AND-ONE-HALF WITH EXTERNAL TANK
Configuration B (Figure 3-2-1) employs, a 'delta-body orbiter similar to that
used in Configuration A with the reference length reduced from 150 ft to
133 ft. The Configuration B composite launch vehicle is composed of this
orbiter in conjunction with vee-type droptanks and an external orbiter tank.
The droptanks are staged during ascent prior to injection; the external HO
tank is carried into orbit after propellant depletion. For this configuration,
the LOp/LHp propellant required for the OMPS and RCS subsystems is carried • ~
internally within the orbiter. Weight, and cost summaries are shown in
Tables 3.2-1 and 3.2-2. , •'; ' "; ' ' ' •
The nine orbiter main engines have ^ 95,000 Ib sea-level thrust each to
'provide a liftoff thrust to weight1'ratio of 1.25. This value of thrust-
to-weight was used, rather- than the 1.3 chosen for configuration A, in the
.intesest of providing a small competitive configuration B orbiter. This
choice- results in a slightly greater risk since the lesser sensitivity of- •
•GLOW to orbiter weight only partially compensates for the smaller thrust-
to-weight .margin. The configuration A orbit could grow over a 6$ of its
dry weight before the thrust-to-weight ratio drops to 1.15. The corres-
ponding value for configuration B is less than 5$ of orbiter dry weight
growth potential. - . - . . -
During ascent, propellants are initially fed from the twin droptanks.
Slightly prior .to their depletion (perhaps 3 sec), 2 engines will have
been shut down to stay under a 3g load factor and 5 of "the remaining . - •
engines are then throttled to 50$ thrust and switched to the external
orbiter tank. The other 2 engines will continue to be fed from the drop-
tanks until depletion (soft shutdown) so that unused propellants are-,
minimal. After droptank staging, the 5 engines .are brought back to full
thrust, to be appropriately throttled and/or shut down later as needed
to avoid exceeding the 3g limit. Since the engines to"be switched-are
3-6
.TABLE 3.2-1
STAGE,AND ONE HALF WITH EXT7 TANK
•MISSION WEIGHT SUMMARY
CONFIGURATION B
System
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Induced Envir. Protection
Landing, Recovery, Docking
Propulsion — Ascent
Propulsion — Auxiliary
Prime Power
Elect. Conver. and Distr.
Hydra Conver. and Distr.
Surface Controls
Avionics
Environmental Control
Personnel Provisions
Growth/Uncertainty
Subtotal (Dry Weight)
Personnel
Cargo
Residual Fluids
Subtotal (Inert Weight)
Reserve Fluids
In-Flight Losses :
Propellant — Ascent
Propellant - Maneuv/ACS
Total Orbiter
Total Orbit Tank
Total Droptank
GLOW
Orbiter
N/A
18,393
56,264
33,065
14,412
85,306
7,376
4,123
2,616
1,943
3,165
7,344
4,456
1,269
17,633
257,365
1,621
40,000
2,797
301,783
1,757
4 , 844
17,003
325,387
External
Tank
..
37,670
3,049
40,719
i 8,106
2,821
885,694
936,340 '
Drop-
tank
98,014
7,539
105,553
0
11,645
2,178,365
2,295,563
GLOW
3,557,290
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the bottom row engines, less than 10 cleg, of gimballing is need to' track
the e.g. This leaves a reasonable margin for control within ithe ±_ j deg
gimbal limits.
 ;
The relationship between 'the development schedule and resizing constraints
for computing sensitivities is shown in Figure 3-2-2.
3.3 CONFIGURATION C: DELTA-BODY ROCKET-ASSISTED ORBITER (RAO)
The configuration C launch vehicle (Figure 3-3-1) consists of a delta-body
orbiter, an external propellant tank, two recoverable 156-in. solid-rocket
motors, and two abort solid-rocket motors. The orbiter engines and main
solid-rocket motors burn in parallel at liftoff;' the abort motors are not
burned during normal operations. Liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio is 1.4-5.
Configuration C utilizes a delta-body orbiter aerodynamic configuration
similar to Configurations.A and B reduced to 120 ft referenced length.
The orbiter main propulsion consists of three engines of 470,000 Ib vacuum
thrust. The OMPS and RCS subsystems for the orbiter use 0^ /E^  propellants.
Weight and cost summaries are shown in Tables 3-3-1 and 3-3-2. A typical
development schedule showing key milestones.relating to' sizing assumptions
for sensitivity analysis is shown in Figure 3.-3-2.
3.4 CONFIGURATION D: DELTA-WING ROCKET-ASSISTED ORBITER
Configuration D vehicle '(Figure 3.4-1) is of the type currently planned
for development. It is the same approach as Configuration C except that
a delta-wing orbiter is used instead of a delta-body orbiter. Parallel
burn of orbiter main engines' and main solid-rocket motors is used for ascent.
System weight and cost summaries are shown in Tables 3.4-1 .and 3-^-2. The
weight and cost increases over Configuration C are due primarily to a less
efficient structural shape and the use of storable propellants for the CMPS
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TABLE 3-3-1
DELTA. BODY ROCKET ASSISTED ORBITER
MISSION WEIGHT SUMMARY
CONFIGURATION.C BASELINE
System
Wing Group •
Tail Group
Body Group
Induced Envir.
Protection
Landing ,
Recovery ,
Docking
Propulsion —
Ascent
Propulsion —
Auxiliary
Prime Power
Elect. Conver.
and Distr.
Hydra, Conver.
and Distr.
Surface Controls
Avionics
Envir. Control
Personnel
Provisions
Growth/
Uncertainty
Subtotal
(Dry Weight)
Personnel
Cargo
Residual Fluids
Subtotal
(Inert Weight)
Reserve Fluids
In-Flight Losses
Propellant —
Ascent
Propellant -
Maneu/ACS
Orbiter Total
Ext. Tank Total
SRM Total
ARM Total
(GLOW
Orbiter
N/A
12,353
46,091
23,200
10,746
22; 881
6,924
4,123
2,810
1,773
2,620
7,344
4,456
1,269
12,946
159,536
1,621
40,000
1,962
203,119
1,624
4,705
11,364
220,812
External
Tank
67,354
5,698
73,052
'6,485
„ 9,011
1,582,845
jr
1,671,393
SRM
•^
318,721
2,300,000
.;
2,618,721
ARM
,
68,500
GLOW
(594,892)
(220,812)
(1,671,393)
(2,618,721)
(68,500)
(4,579,426)
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TABLE 3.1J--1
DELTA WING ROCKET ASSISTED ORBITER
MISSION WEIGHT SUMMARY
. CONFIGURATION D
System
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Induced Envir.
Protection
Landing, Recovery,
Docking
Propulsion —
Ascent
Propulsion —
Auxiliary
Prime Power
Elect. Conver.
and Distr.
Hydra Conver.
and Distr.
Surface Controls
Avionics
Envir. Control
Personnel
Provisions
Growth/
Uncertainty
Subtotal
(Dry Weight)
Personnel
Cargo
Residual Fluids
Subtotal (Inert
Weight)
Reserve Fluids
In -Flight Losses
Propellant —
Ascent
Propellant —
Maneuv/ACS
Total
Orbiter
16,974
4,345
45,005
20,946
11,733
22,880
9,783
4,123
2,914
.1,417
3,995
7,344
4,456
1,269
14,005
•
171,189
1,621
40,000
2,051
214,861
2,445
4,705
19,429
241,440
External
Tank
49,878
6,760
6,690
2,665
300
120
1,327
67,740
5,698
73,438
6,889
4,868
1,595,781
1,680,976
SRM
309,467
25,620
19,518
14,730
•
-
942
12,780
383,057
383,057
2,869,338
3,252,395
ARM
13,796
1;402
3,884
170
19,252
19,252
56,248
75,500
GLOW
- •
5,250,311
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and ECS systems. The volume requirements of LOp/LHp systems would necessi-
tate an increase in fusalage dimensions.
The orbiter vehicle is sized to carry a four-man flight crew and provides
facilities for a 6-passenger complement. Airlock/docking facilities are
provided between the crew cabin and payload bay.• A pair of structural
doors protect the 15 ft by ft 60 payload bay. Orbiter-mounted abort
rockets are located on each side of the orbiter at the aft area of the
wing-to-fuselage intersection. These solid-propellant rockets are sized
to permit, off-the-pad abort;and to permit escape from the vehicle tank and
SKM.
An airbreathing propulsion system of 4 engines is provided as mission
equipment. The ABPS is installed in the payload bay for mission operations
during approach and landing.
An all-aluminum external tank is used to carry the main impulse propellants.
It consists of two tanks (hydrogen and oxygen) connected by an intertank
section. It is attached to the orbiter at three separable points in a
tripod arrangement.
Orbiter ascent boost is provided by two parallel-burn 3.52 MLB thrust each,
solid propellant, 156 in diameter rocket motors.
A set of lateral-firing separation solid rockets are installed at the
forward and aft ends of each SRM to provide for direct translation of the
boost rockets away from the orbiter at staging. A parachute recovery
system is installed in the nosecone to decelerate: and position the spent
rockets for aft-end water impact and recovery.
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The development schedule is the same as for configuration C and is shown
in Figure 3-3-2. . ...
3.5 CONFIGURATION E: TWO STAGE TANDEM (FLYBACK BOOSTER AND
DELTA-WING ORBITER)
Configuration E is a two-stage tandem launch system which employs a fully,
reusable Op/H_ booster in conjunction with a delta-wing orbiter/external
tank second stage. The orbiter vehicle is essentially that of Configuration
D, but uses a smaller external tank, since it burns in series with the
booster. The booster vehicle is of the heat-sink type, fully reusable, with
a ratio of fuel weight to total weight,. X, at liftoff of about 0.805..
The booster contains sufficient JP-U fuel for powered flyback after
staging. Orbiter main propulsion consists of three H80,000 Ibf vacuum
thrust engines. Since the launch vehicle has tandem staging, the abort
rocket motors are removed, giving an orbiter dry weight approximately
6000 Ib lower than the configuration D orbiter by removal of thrust :
structure. Liftoff thrust-to-weight ratio for configuration E is 1.25,
thrust being supplied by 12 booster main.Op/H engines of Ul8,000'lbf
sea level thrust each (same power lead as orbiter engines). The launch
vehicle configuration is shown in Figure 3-5-1, weight and cost summaries'
are shown in Tables 3.5-1 and 3.5-2. A typical development schedule is
shown in Figure 3.5-2.
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TABLE 3-5-1
TWO STAGE WITH EXTERNAL TANK
MISSION WEIGHT SUMMARY
CONFIGURATION E
System
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Induced Envir. Protection
Landing, Recovery, Docking
Propulsion — Ascent
Propulsion — Cruise
Propulsion — Auxiliary
Prime Power
Elect. Conver". and Distr.
Hydra Conver. and Distr.
Surface Controls
Avionics
Environmental Control
Personnel Provisions
Ballast Other System
Growth/Uncertainty
Subtotal (Dry Weight)
Personnel
Cargo
Residual Fluids
Subtotal (Inert Weight)
Reserve Fluids
In-Flight Losses
Propellant — Ascent
Propellant — Maneuv/ACS
Total
Orbiter
16,974
4,345
39,005
20,946
11,733
22,880
9,783
4,123
2,914
1,417
3,995
7,344
4,456
1,269
13,406
164,590
1,621
40,000
2,044
208,255
2,393
4,705
18,838
234,191
External
Tank
55,000
3,960
58,960.
6,532
4,868
1,100,000
1,170,360
Booster
65,815
27,187
121,018
6,207
22,097
86,300
29,740
12,118
11,603
2 . /? QQ, oyo
19,319
33,210
437,307
1,621
52,796*
491,724
18,046
2,088,942
2,598,712
. _ .
GLOW
4,003,263
"Including 30,916 Ib JP-4 fuel
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Section k
ANALYTICAL METHODS AND EXAMPLES
U.I SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
Weight and cost sensitivities measure the change in these items when an inde-
pendent parameter (such as weight of an element of the system) is varied,
as certain design and performance re uirements are imposed. Mathematically,
they may be either open- or closed-loop partial derivatives subject to a
given set of constraints. An open-loop derivative is the standard partial
derivative; a closed-loop derivative implies a reoptlmization of the per-
turbed system in some sense (minimum launch weight or minimum cost).
k 1.1 Design Factors
One of the most important factors in understanding sensitivities is the
effect of the design approach used in deriving them on their values. As an
example, consider the situation if a subsystem of the orbiter for Configura-
tion D undergoes a weight growth of 1000 Ib relatively early in the design
process, resulting in a payload loss unless the system is increased in size.
Several design alternatives exist to recover the payload and other perform-
ance requirements. How may this best be done? The external tank, or solid- c
rocket motors, or both, may be increased in size. If both are increased, in
what proportion should they be increased? Should the thrust level of the
liquid engines or solid-rocket motors be changed. Which of the above options
result in the minimum gross weight increase? Which options result in the
minimum DDT&E, recurring, or total cost increases? Also, what is the effect
if the orbiter wing size is increased to maintain crossrange? More important,
what is the weight and cost increase in each element of the system? These
increases in weight or cost, divided by the value of the input weight (1000 '
Ib), determine the sensitivity of the system to weight growth. The values
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of the sensitivities are highly dependent on the design approach selected to
maintain system performance and design requirements. These subtleties are
discussed in more detail for Configuration D in Section 4.6.2.
4.1.2 Time of Weight Growth
At different times in the development program, different corrective actions
will be taken to maintain system requirements. Early in the program, char-
*"
acteristics of all elements of the system may be changed; i.e., the system
is completely rubberized. Later on, certain elements of the system are pro-
gressively frozen as the design becomes better defined. Finally, the vehicle's
design is completely fixed and any further weight growth causes performance
degradation. At each time point in the development program, different weight
and cost sensitivities result. These differences are discussed in more detail
in Section 4.4 and 4.5.
4.1.3 Derivation of Sensitivities
Weight or cost sensitivities may be classified as either fixed-capability or
fixed-vehicle sensitivities. Fixed-capability sensitivities are derived by
changing one or more elements of the vehicle's design to accommodate input
weight changes, maintaining certain vehicle performance characteristics such
as payload, on-orbit velocity, crossrange, and orbiter (or booster) landing
speed. Fixed-vehicle sensitivities are derived by determining the change
in payload of a vehicle when an input weight is added to an element of the
system (orbiter, tank, or booster) and the vehicle's design is not changed.
Fixed-capability sensitivities are used during the vehicle preliminary design
and detailed design phases; fixed-vehicle sensitivities are used after the
design has been frozen, such as during the manufacturing, flight test, and
operational phases.
The derivation of fixed-capability weight sensitivities is considerably more
complex than that of fixed-vehicle weight sensitivities. Fixed-capability
sensitivities require parametric weight sealing and performance relationships
which define the system and its capability over a range of different propellant
loadings and thrust levels for each element in the system. These relation-
ships may be combined in a vehicle-sizing/synthesis computer program and a
solution solved for iteratively, subject to the various design constraints.
A baseline vehicle is first defined and a solution obtained. The vehicle
is then perturbed by adding an input weight to an element of the system
(orbiter, tank, or booster) and a new solution is obtained, subject to design
constraints which hold defined characteristics of the baseline unchanged
(e.g., same booster or tank propellant as the baseline, minimum gross weight,
same thrust or thrust-to-weight ratio, etc.). The change in weight of each
element of the system from the baseline to the perturbed vehicle is then
divided by the input weight to calculate the weight sensitivities. The sen-
sitivities derived in this manner are numerical derivatives. Alternately,
analytical derivatives may be determined using these parametric relationships,
but the procedure is quite complex because of the number of terms that vary
as a parameter is changed, especially for certain design constraints such as
minimum gross weight. In this report, all weight sensitivity values were
derived by using the numerical method with a vehicle-sizing/synthesis com-
puter program. However, a further discussion of analytical sensitivities
is given in Section 4.7- .
After the fixed-capability weight sensitivities are determined, the weight
sensitivity of each item in the system is multiplied by its direct cost
sensitivity (see Section 4.3) and the terms summed to derive the cost sensi-
tivity of the total system. The cost of the system increases in size and
weight. This process is described in more detail in Section 4.4.
Fixed-vehicle weight sensitivities do not involve weight-scaling relationships,
since the dry weight of all elements of the vehicle is fixed. These sensiti-it)
vities can be determined directly from a computer program which calculates
the vehicle's ascent trajectory (PRESTO). An optimum (maximum payload) tra-
jectory is first run for the baseline vehicle, and then a second optimum
4-3
trajectory is run for the weight-perturbed vehicle. The difference in pay-
load is divided by the input perturbed weight to find the sensitivity.
Fixed-vehicle cost sensitivities are fundamentally different from fixed-capa-
bility cost sensitivities, in that the cost of loss of payload is considered,
rather than the additional cost for a larger vehicle. Fixed-vehicle sensi-
tivities are discussed in Section 4.5.
4.1.1 Use of Sensitivities '.
\ Weight and cost sensitivities may be used for vehicle design tradeoff studies,
1
 growth allowance analyses, and program risk studies. The role of sensitivities
for these uses is shown in Figure 4.1-1. Fixed-capability.sensitivities are
most useful in conducting weight/cost tradeoff studies. In comparing two
alternative subsystems, the first of which is higher in weight but less costly,
the effect of the additional weight on the total system cost must be known (via
sensitivities) to evaluate the total cost differences between the systems.
In using cost sensitivities, it is important to distinguish between "free"
and "costed" input weights. Free input weight cost sensitivities do not
include the cost of the input weight in the value of the sensitivity. The
cost of the input weight must be accounted for separately, as it might be
in a weight/cost trade study, where the input weight might be a difference
in weight between two subsystems, the costs of both of which would be known.
Sensitivities utilizing costed inputs assume that the input weight is
additional vehicle structure at a certain cost per pound (DDT&E, production
and operations). This direct cost of the input weight is added to the in-
direct cost using the free input weight cost sensitivity. This type of cost
sensitivity is used for growth allowance analyses and program risk studies,
wherte uncertainties in weights must be translated to uncertainties in costs.
Since the free input weight cost sensitivity (which includes cost effects
for indirect growth but not for the input weight itself), is more useful,
and since the costed input weight sensitivity (which assumes the input weight
4-4
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to te costed as structural growth of the vehicle element involved) may be
easily determined from the free input weight sensitivity, major emphasis in
this report .is placed on the free input weight cost sensitivities.
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4.2 PARAMETRIC DESIGN RELATIONSHIPS
For the fixed^capability sensitivities, weight-scaling and performance
relationships are required to.predict the inert weight, specific impulse, •
and velocity requirements of the system as propellant loading, engine thrust,
and input weights vary for the various elements of each system. The specific
design relationships themselves are not given in this report.;
The basic use of these parametric design relationships is to synthesize
a vehicle, stage by stage, that performs the specified mission subject to
certain design requirements. This- is done by utilizing the basic performance
equation. ; . •
(l) AV =. g I ,|o,.= W p /W where AV is the required ideal
S"D. 1 J.VJ.W . .Dw.i 1 1
velocity, I is the vacuum specific impulse of stage ±, and W
 pw andSp Ib-JN
Wg0 are the respective ignition weight and burnout weights of stage i. A
stage is defined as a portion of flight between inert weight drops. The
relationships between ignition and burnout weights, and propellant and inert
(dry plus payload plus nonpropulsive fluids) weights are given as:
= W + WBO± V
where W.p and WTN are the impulse propellant and inert weights of stage i.
For a two-stage vehicle (l) becomes:
W + Wp+wIN + wp 'W + W
AV = glsp 1 1 2 2 + gl 2 2
•
 1
 W :TW HT1I P2 ~W
Notice that for a constant AV, if W increases by adding an input
2
weight to it, then either W or W_ or both must increase to maintain the
2 1
system's velocity capability.
The inert weight of stage i is in general an increasing function
of its propellant loading, so that as the propellant increases to maintain
the system velocity (A^ ) > the inert weight of the stage increases, causing
an additional increase in propellant loading (over and above the initial
input increase in inert weight). This additional increment is denoted as
an indirect increase in inert weight, as opposed to the direct increase
(the input weight).
In general, the relationship of a stage's inert weight to its
propellant loading, the input weight, and any other parameters such as thrust .
level of engines, staging velocity (flyback booster for Configuration E) and
other stage gross weights (structural loading) is called a weight- scaling
relationship. These have been defined for all elements in the system for each
configuration, and are further discussed in Section ^ .2.1.
The ideal velocity requirement (AV) is in general not a constant, but
depends upon the shape of the ascent trajectory. This ideal velocity (some-
times called total velocity) is actually a sum of the actual relative' (aero-
dynamic) velocity at orbit injection, plus various velocity loss terms
(gravity, attitude, drag, and engine backpressure). When the acceleration
time history of a vehicle changes, its optimum (maximum payload) trajectory
shape also changes; this can be reflected in differences in its velocity
losses, or equivalently, its ideal velocity requirement. Vehicle characteris-
tics which affect the vehicle's acceleration time history are thrust, weight,
and drag characteristics. As an example, for fixed-thrust engines, whenever
a weight is increased, the thrust-to-weight ratio decreases at all times in
.the trajectory (except at the 3g acceleration limit) and additional gravity
losses result, increasing the ideal velocity requirement. Thus the ideal
velocity requirement for a given injection orbit can be expressed as a
function of the vehicle's thrust-to-weight ratio at launch and at staging,
its staging velocity, and its drag-to-weight ratio, all of which uniquely
determine its acceleration history for given specific impulse of each stage
and the maximum acceleration limit (assumed to be 3g)• The ideal velocity's
dependence upon these parameters is discussed in more detail in Section ^ .2.2.1
All of the parametric data used in predicting ideal velocity requirements
were generated with the use of an optimized ascent trajectory computer pro-
gram, PRESTO.
Using the weight-scaling and velocity relationships, the basic perfor-
mance equation (l) may be solved iteratively. A baseline vehicle is first
defined and a solution obtained. For fixed-capability sensitivities, an
input,weight is added to the inert weight of a stage and a new solution is,
sought, resulting in new propellant loadings and inert weights.for some or
all of the stages, depending upon the design constraints imposed. This
solution for the perturbed case reflects a new design for some or all of the
stages and a new reoptimized ascent trajectory. Using the parametric design
relationships for weight and velocity allows a rapid, reasonably accurate
solution to the vehicle redesign problem which incorporates many complex
interactions and satisfies all performance requirements.yet does not require
individual ascent trajectories to be generated for each sensitivity. This
method of handling weight and performance characteristics of a vehicle in
a single vehicle sizing/synthesis computer program has been used by IMSC
successfully for the past six years on a wide variety of candidate Space
Shuttle configurations.
U.2.1 WEIGHT-SCALING RELATIONSHIPS . . . . . . . . - . =
Weight-scaling relationships express an element's inert weight (dry
weight plus nonpropulsive propellants plus payload, if applicable) as a func-
tion of other vehicle design variables, the most important of which are
propellant loading and engine thrust. These exist for all elements of the
vehicle (orbiter, external tank, solid-rocket motor, flyback booster) for
each configuration. They have been derived either from analytical considera-
tions, empirical data (including parametric point-design data), or a combina-
tion of the two. The most common procedure is to determine a functional
relationship by analytical considerations, and then to calibrate coefficients
in the functional relationship by comparison with one or more design points.
For example, an internal tank may be designed by pressure so that its weight
is proportional to its volume, or equivalently, its propellant load, i.e.,
Tank Wt = k x Propellant Load
Then the coefficient k could be derived from a single point-design tank of
this type (from its weight and propellant load). Often, examination of a
detailed weight statement of a single point-design will allow weights which
vary with a parameter to be separated from weights which are independent of
that parameter, thus allowing two coefficients to be calibrated from a single
point-design.
In the following sections, a discussion of the functional form of
the weight-scaling relationships of each major element found in any of the
configurations under study is given. In general the values of the coef-
ficients for any given weight-scaling relationship will be different for
each configuration and may not be applicable to some configurations.
1)-.2.1.1 ORBITER. The inert weight of the orbiter for all configurations must
be given as a function of input weight (carried throughout the flight,
including landing), and main engine vacuum thrust (Configurations A, B, C,
and E). To determine these effects accurately, certain subsystem weights must
be expressed as a function of orbit maneuvering and reaction control propellant,
fin area (Configurations A, B, and C) or wing area (Configurations D and E),
and landing weight. The fin or'wing area is itself a function of landing
weight (so that landing speed is maintained) and landing center-of-gravity
(so that stability margin is maintained). The functional form of the weight-
scaling relationships for each of the subsystems in the orbiter is given
in the following paragraphs, along with a short discussion of how the re-
lationwhip was obtained. Only those subsystems whose weight changes
during the generation of a sensitivity are discussed; the constant weight
terms have no effect on the value of the sensitivity.
WING GROUP. Configurations D and E (delta-wing orbiters) have a
wing designed by the landing speed requirement. Configurations A, B, and C
(delta-body orbiters) do not have a wing as such; the fins on these configura-
tions are used to control landing speed. In both cases, the freestream
landing speed (VT) can be.expressed as:
P CLS
where WT is the landing weight of the orbiter, Pthe sea-level atmospheric
J_»
density, C,- the orbiter's lift coefficient at tailscrape attitude, and S the
orbiter's aerodynamic reference, area, which'is related to the exposed wing
area. For Configurations D and E, the relation between C S and exposed wingLi
area AW is given as: . - ,
(2)
From equations (l). and (2)., the exposed wing area can be expressed in terms
of the landing weight, where the requirement that the minimum freestream
landing speed be 150 knots is met. Thus
(3) A = 0.0133WT - 290
W Jj
The unit weight/area of the wing increases with landing weight nearly
linearly so that the wing weight plus control surfaces can be expressed as:
(4) Wing Weight = 6704 + 430 X 10~5 A^ W -93
The coefficients and the exponent on landing weight were determined from
detailed structural analysis and was based on the assumption that if the
wing area were to remain constant while the landing weight increased,
then the increased loads on the wing would be reflected in heavier spars
and webs, but the depth of the wing would be unchanged. Note that if
the landing weight of the orbiter increases, as when an input weight is
added, then the wing weight increases due to two different effects: the
increase in wing area to maintain landing speed, and the increase in wing
weight even if wing area is held constant to maintain the structural
integrity through heavier loadings.
TAIL GROUP. For Configurations D and E, the-tail weight is indepen-
dent of the parameters under consideration (input weight, propellant, thrust,
etc.). For Configurations A, B, and C, the delta-body configurations, the side
fins are utilized to control the landing speed as well as balance the vehicle
for pitch stability. This additional requirement, not explicitly considered
for the delta-wing orbiter, is important especially for Configurations A and
B because in these configurations orbiter engine thrust is increased when '
weight growth occurs, causing an aft shift in the center-of-gravity which
must be compensated for by a change in side fin area and toe-in angle.
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For Configuration C, the fin area is determined by.the relation:
(5) Ap = O.OOTll WL + 0.009 X ACG - 529
where A~ is the total fin area (both sides), W is the orbiter landing
weight and ACG is the shift in center-of-gravity from the baseline system.
The fin area for Configurations A and B is predicted by similar relations,
with identical coefficients for WT and ACG but a different constant term.
When Equation (5) for the delta-body configurations is compared
with Equation (3) for the delta-wing configurations, it can be seen that
the delta-body's fin area is less sensitive to landing weight than the
delta-wing's wing area. The principal reason for this is that much of the
increased lift required to maintain landing speed is provided in the delta-
body by altering the fin's toe-in angle rather than increasing its weight,
which results in negligible weight gain.
For the delta-body orbiters (Configurations A, B, and C), the total
aerodynamic surface group weight is given by Equation (6):
(6) Aerosurface weight = k,^ + k A^
where k-i and k are different constants for each configuration. Note that
changes in landing weight do not affect the weight/unit of the fin or
flap on the delta-body orbiters, whereas the wing weight/unit area was strongly
affected by landing weight for the delta-wing orbiter. The fins on the
delta-body are designed by maximum aq. and pq loads rather than landing
loads.
BODY GROUP. The body group structure weight for "the orbiters can
be conveniently separated into four categories for the purpose of this
analysis: (l) cabin, skin, and minor frames, (2) major landing frames, (3) '
thrust structure, and (*)•) fin support frame (delta-body orbiters only).
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For a given configuration,, the cabin, skin, and minor frames are not a
function of the parameters under consideration. The major landing frames
are scaled with orbiter landing weight to the 0.5 power; thrust structure
weight is proportional to the sea-level thrust level of the main engines.
For the delta-body orbiters, the fin support frame weight is proportional
to the fin weight to the 0.5 power.
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM. The thermal protection system weight of
the orbiter increases with the orbiter's wetted surface area and increased
flight time during reentry. Increased flight time, and thus total heat
load, may be caused by an increase in the parameter W_,/C S (reentry weight
£i Jj
divided by hypersonic lift coefficient and aerodynamic reference area).
For a fixed aerodynamic shape, CT and S are constant so that the parameterjj . . -
W^ /C S increases as reentry weight (VL) increases.
-o -U Ji .
For the delta-body orbiter (Configurations A, B, and C), as re-
entry weight increases,- fin area also increases (see the section "Tail
Group"), thus changing the value of the subsonic lift coefficient to
maintain landing speed. This alteration has very little effect on the
hypersonic lift coefficient, however, since the body of the delta-body
orbiter provides nearly all of the lift at hypersonic speeds. Thus, when
an input weight is added to the orbiter, the parameter Wg/C S increases
linearly with reentry weight so that the reentry time increases to maintain
the crossrange requirement (for the same temperature constraints), causing
an increase in the thickness of the thermal protection system. This effect
can be approximated by scaling the thermal protection system weight to the
0.5 power of reentry wing-loading (WE/S), based on the results of previous
reentry trajectories.
For the delta-wing orbiter (Configurations D and E), the wing
area increases with landing weight (or equivalently, reentry weight) to
maintain landing speed. Thus the parameter WT/C S (landing weightLi Lt
divided by subsonic lift coefficient and: aerodynamic reference area)
remains constant as landing weight increases. For the delta-wing orbiter,
the hypersonic lift coefficient increases as wing area increases at nearly
the same ratio as the subsonic lift coefficient increases, since most of
the lift is provided by the wing, rather than the body, at hypersonic
speeds. Thus the parameter W /C S remains nearly constant as weight isiii J_i
added to the orbiter because of wing growth, and the .total heat load and
thus the thermal protection system thickness does not change. The area
covered by the thermal protection system does increase, however, since the
area of the wing increases.
PROPULSION. The ascent propulsion system for the orbiter is a
function of the main engine thrust level for a given configuration and a
fixed number of engines. The main engine weight is a -linear function of
sea-level thrust .(obtained from parametric Rocketdyne engine data).
Plumbing is scaled by thrust to the 0.8 power, and various other subsystems
are held constant. .
The cruise propulsion system is not onb9ard.for the critical sizing
mission (polar), so no scaling laws were developed. The orbit maneuvering
system engines and the reaction control system thrusters were held constant
as the orbiter weight changed, but the propellant tankage was assumed
proportional to the.propellant used, which is a function of the orbiter's
weight in orbit. The delta-body Arbiters have an integrated H /O OMS/RCS
system, whereas the delta-wing orbiters have an NpO,/MMH QMS system and a
hydrazine RCS system. The greater volume available in the delta-body
orbiters allows the Hp/0 system to be effectively utilized. The integrated
system used in the delta-body has a much, lower sensitivity to weight growth
in the orbiter.than the separate system, used in the delta-wing, as well as a
lower baseline dry weight.
SUBSYSTEMS. Other subsystems in the orbiter are either
constant or a function of landing weight. The landing gear is proportional
to landing weight (for constant landing speed). The hydraulic and surface
control system weights are linear with reentry weight and fin area (delta-
body orbiter) or wing area (delta-wing orbiter). Prime power, electrical
conversion and distribution, avionics, environmental control, and personnel
provisions are constant. Contingency, 10 percent of the orbiter dry weight
less main engines, increases when any other subsystem increases.
FLUIDS. Orbiter nonimpulsive fluids such as residuals, reserves,
and inflight losses are scaled linearly with tank volumes and main engine
thrust level, wherever appropriate. Engine startup and shutdown losses and
manifold losses are proportional to engine thrust level. Tank residuals are
proportional to tank volumes.
Orbiter impulse propellants are computed using the basic performance
relation (Equation (l) in Section 4.2) for each burn, with a weight sequence
defined from launch to landing with approximately 15 weight drops between
engine burns. QMS and RCS propellants increase with the orbiter weight at
the time of the burn. The only configuration with internal ascent pro-
pellants, Configuration A, has a constant ascent propellant load, consistent
with the internal volume available. Determination of the ascent propellant
for the external tank is discussed in the Section 4.2.1.2.
ORBITER CONFIGURATION COMPARISON. A summary of the sensitivities
of the various orbiter subsystems to an input weight carried in the orbiter
from launch to landing is given in Tables 4.2-1 and 4.2-2. The orbiters
for Configuration C and D are used as examples. The main engine thrust level
is held constant in both cases.
The sensitivity of orbiter dry weight to input weight is considerably
higher for the delta-wing orbiter than the delta-body orbiter (0.452 versus
0.287). This results primarily from the higher sensitivity of the wing of the
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Table 4.2-1
SENSITIVITY OF DELTA-BODY ORBITER WEIGHT
TO INPUT WEIGHT (MAIN ENGINE THRUST CONSTANT)
CONFIGURATION C
ITEM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
20
21
23
25
26
29
30
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Thermal Protection
Landing/Docking
Propulsion - Ascent
Propulsion - Cruise
Propulsion - OMS/RCS
Prime Power
Elect. Conv/Dist.
Hyd. Conv/Dist
Surface Controls
Avionics
Environment Control
Personnel Provisions
Contingency
Dry Weight
Personnel
Cargo
Residuals
Reserves
Input Wt
Landing Weight
Inflight Losses
Propellant - QMS
Propellant - ACS
BASELINE ,
WEIGHT
LB.
0
12,353
46,091
23,200
10,746
22,881
0
6,924 .
4,123
2,810,
1,773
2,620
7,344 -
4,456
1,269
12,946
159,536
1,621
40,000
1,962 .
1,624
: 0
204,743
4,705
7,475
3,889
MODIFIED WEIGHT
INPUT WEIGHT =
1000 LB.
0
12,423
46,118
23,301
10,796
22,881
o
6,936
4,123
2,810
1,775
2,628
7,344
4,456
1,269
12,973
159,833
1,621
40,000
1,963
1,630
1,000
206, o46
4,705
7,521
3,912
A ITEM
A INPUT WT.
0
0.070
0.027
0.101
0.050
0
0 .
0.012
0
0
0.002
0.008
0
0
o
0.027
0.297
0
• o
0.001
0.005
1.000
1.303
0
o.o46
" 0:023
Gross Weight 220,812 222,184 1.372
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Table IK 2-2
SENSITIVITY OF DELTA-WING ORBITER WEIGHT TO INPUT WEIGHT
(MAIN ENGINE THRUST CONSTANT)
ITEM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
8a.
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
20
21
23
25
26
29
32
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Thermal Protection
landing/Docking
Propulsion - Ascent
Propulsion - Cruisd
Propulsion - QMS
Propulsion - RCS
Prime Power
Elect. Conv/Dist
Hyd. Couv/Dist
Surface Controls
Avionics
Environment Control
Personnel Provisions
Contingency
Dry Weight
Personnel
Cargo
Residuals
Reserves
Input Weight
Landing Weight
Inflight Losses
Propellant - QMS
Propellant - ACS
Gross Weight
BASELINE
WEIGHT
16,974
4,345
45,005
20,946
11 , 733
22,880
0
3,892
5,891
4,123
2,914
1,417
3,995
7,344
4,456
1,269
14,005
171,189
1,621
4o,ooo
2,051
2,445
\
0
217,306
4,705
11,682
7,747
24i,4iO
MODIFIED WEIGHT
INPUT WEIGHT =
1000 LB
17,144
4,345
45,067
21,010
11,787
22,880
0
3,907
5,926
4,123
2,914
1,420
4,003
7,344
4,456
1,269
14,046
171,641
1,621
4o,ooo .
2,059
2,48i
1,000
" 218,802
4,705
11,760
7,8oi
243,068
A ITEM
A INPUT WT.
0.170
0
0.062
0.064
0.054
0
0
0.015
0.035
0
o.
0.003
0.008
o •
0
0
o.o4i
0.452
0
0 .
0.008
0.036
i.ooo
1.496
0
0.078
0:054
1.628
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delta-wing compared to the fin of the delta-body (see "Wing Group" and "Tail
Group" above), and the higher sensitivity of the separate N?0,/MMH QMS and
hydrazine RCS of the delta-wing orbiter compared to the integrated H /O
OMS/RCS system of the delta-body orbiter (see "Propulsion" above). The
body group structure weight of the delta-wing orbiter is also more sensitive
to landing weight than that of the delta-body, primarily because the large
cross-section of the delta-body orbiter provides a larger bending moment-
of inertia which is less sensitive to landing loads. Also much of the body
structure for the delta-body orbiter is minimum gage thickness because of
low loads} and is not a function of the landing and reentry loads.
The QMS and RCS propellant weight sensitivity of the delta-body is
lower than that of the delta-wing because of the higher specific impulse
from the H_/0 propellants. The lower sensitivity in propellants is also
reflected in the lower sensitivity in propellant tankage weight.
.2.1.2 EXTERNAL TANKS
DRY WEIGHT. The H /O external tank dry weight is in general a
function of propellant load and to a lesser extent engine vacuum thrust. An
increased propellant load requires a tank of larger volume, with higher
structural and insulation weights. As main engine thrust is increased on the
orbiter, propellant flowrate must also increase so that larger diameter
feedlines are required. For all configurations, the external tank dry weight
is computed by the expression:
Tank Dry Weight = k. + k W + k T
where W is the tank propellant load, T is the main engine sea-level thrust
and k k , and k are constant coefficients established for each of the five
configurations by comparison of parametric point designs. For Configurations
A and B, the droptanks (set of tanks staged first) are also regarded as
external tanks.
FLUIDS. The nonimpulsive propellants in the external tank are a
function of tank volume and engine thrust level. Residuals are proportional
to tank volume and main engine startup and shutdown transients. Line losses
and engine vents are proportional to engine sea-level thrust (or propellant
flowrate).
The impulsive H /O propellant may be either input or calculated,
depending on the design constraints. For some sensitivities, the tank size
is fixed, so the propellant load and dry weight do not change. For other
sensitivities, the tank size varies, and the propellant load is selected to
meet the orbit injection requirements determined by the basic performance
relationship (Equation (l) of Section U.2).
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Ij..2.1.3 SOLID ROCKET MOTORS. The 156 inch diameter solid-rocket motor
(SRM) dry weight is computed on the basis of propellant load and burn time.
The burn time of the SRM is determined from the propellant load, specific
impulse, and thrust level of the motor. The relationship of these parameters
that is actually used is complicated because the thrust-time history utilized
is rather complex (to reduce peak dynamic pressure and maintain a 3g maximum
acceleration). However, it may be approximated by the equation below:
W I
"tR = P sp
T
av
where W is the propellant load, I is the vacuum specific impulse, and T is the
average vacuum thrust of the SRM. Note that the burn time increases with
propellant load but decreases with thrust. In general, during.the generation
of weight sensitivities, both SRM propellant load and thrust level will increase
(for a positive input weight), so that the"burn time may either increase or
decrease. For Configurations C and D, the system launch thrust-to-weight
ratio is maintained for maximum performance, causing a change in SRM thrust
(main engine thrust is constant).
The relationship between SRM dry weight, propellant loading, and
burn time is of the form:
SRM dry weight k-, + k.W + k t
-L 2 p 3 -B
where k-, and k are positive constants and k is a negative constant. An
increase in propellant loading causes an increase in SRM length (diameter is
constant at 156.in.) and an increase in case weight. An increase in burn
time implies a decrease in throat diameter so that the volumetric efficiency
inside the case increases.- This allows a smaller case length to be used for
the same propellant loading, causing a decrease in case dry weight. Changes
in either propellant loading or burn time thus imply a complete motor re-
design. It is assumed that the maximum expected operating pressure (MEOP)
and the nozzle exit diameter are not changed when either propellant loading or
burn time are changed.
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k.2.1.k HEAT SINK BOOSTER. The heat sink booster, used in Configuration E,
is scaled from data generated during the Alternate Space Shuttle Concepts (ASSC)
study performed by Grumman/Boeing during 1970 and 1971- This booster design
was valid for staging velocities of less than 7000 ft/sec. A linearized
equation was derived from these data of the form:
Dry Weight - ^ + k^ + k3 (T/W)Q + \^ sta&e + *^ . WI(JN
where \ is the booster's propellant load, (T/W)Q is the system's thrust-to-
weight ratio at launch, V is the relative (aerodynamic) staging velocity
SbcL^G
of the booster, and Wis the ignition weight of the orbiter plus external
tank. The coefficients fL , k , k , k, :, and k,- are all positive constants.
Dry weight increases (l) with propellant load, because of the larger surface
area and loads on the booster; (2) with thrust-to-weight ratio, because of the
greater engine thrust and higher peak dynamic pressures encountered; (3)
with staging velocity, because of the higher reentry temperatures and longer
cruiseback range; and (^) with orbiter/tank ignition weight because of the
higher structural loads (and indirectly, because of the greater engine thrust
required to maintain the same thrust-to-weight ratio). This equation for
booster dry weight does not give information about the subsystem weight-
breakdown. For costing purposes, the major weight elements contributing to
cost sensitivity (structure, thermal protection, plumbing, and main engine
weight) were also scaled with propellant loading, thrust-to-weight ratio, stag-
ing velocity, and orbiter/tank ignition weight.
The cruiseback fuel JP-^  increases linearly with booster cruise-
back weight and range. The cruiseback range is a nonlinear function of staging
velocity. Residuals are proportional to impulse propellant volume (and thus
weight), and other inflight losses are proportional to main engine thrust level.
The main impulse propellant is determined from the basic performance equation.
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4.2.2 PERFORMANCE RELATIONSHIPS
In the beginning of Section 4.2, it was stated that using the "basic
performance equation (l) any launch system can be sized and sensitivities
derived if necessary/ if certain other relations are established. The key
items are the inert-weight scaling laws, the dependence of the ideal velocity
requirement on vehicle characteristics, and the specific impulse variation (if
any) with certain design variables. In this section, these latter two items
will be discussed.
4.2.2.1 VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS. The energy required to achieve orbit
injection can be conveniently expressed in terms of the ideal (total) velocity .
required. To get an accurate value for this parameter, it is necessary to run
a computer simulation of the optimized (maximum payload) ascent trajectory with
all of the pertinent weight and performance characteristics of the. vehicle
simulated. Whenever the weight, thrust, or aerodynamic drag of the vehicle is
changed, the ideal velocity required for orbit injection changes, because the
vehicle's acceleration history changes. It is .the applied acceleration history
which determines the ideal velocity requirements.. The applied acceleration is
defined as
Applied Acceleration = T(t) -'D(t)
W[t)
where the vehicle's thrust is T, its drag is D, and its weight is W at time t.
For Space Shuttle-type vehicles, the parameter T/W (thrust-to-
weight ratio) is the dominant factor in the applied acceleration term. All
of the configurations in this study have two ascent stages,.both of which are
limited to a 3g maximum axial acceleration; i.e.,
T/W s 3
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The value of T/W is (T/W) at launch (t = o) and increases as the
vehicle's weight decreases, the thrust increasing slightly with altitude
(except for Configurations C and D in which the solid-rocket motor thrust
varies to decrease peak dynamic pressure). When-the 3g acceleration limit
is reached, the thrust is reduced to maintain the acceleration limit. At
staging, the thrust level is usually reduced to below the maximum acceleration
and the process is repeated. A representative thrust-to-weight history is
shown in Figure \b.2-l below: \
T/W
3
2
1
0
WEIGHT, (T/WQ)
THRUST
REDUCED
STAGING
THRUST/WEIGHT
MAXIMUM__
ACCELERATION
FIRST STAGE
CURVATURE ESTABLISHED
BY ENGINE SPECIFIC
IMPULSE
STAGING ORBIT TIME
I INJECTION
c4-« SECOND STAGi fc»
Figure IK 2-1 Typical Thrust/Weight History
For this type of history, the profile can be established using only five
parameters: launch thrust/weight, staging thrust/weight, staging time, and the
specific impulse of both stages. The time of orbit injection can be determined
from the ideal velocity requirement. Similarly, the time of staging can be
calculated from the ideal velocity obtained from the first stage, using the
equation below:
AV,Staging •Sstaging T(t)/W(t) dt
For a given configuration, the specific impulse does not vary at all or only
slightly during generation of a sensitivity so that the variation of ideal
velocity with specific impulse need not be determined. Note that specific
impulse determines the propellant flowrate, and thus the curvature of the
increase in T/W with time. T/W for a given configuration as a function of
time is completely determined by the launch and staging thrust/weight, and
staging ideal velocity.
The other part of the applied acceleration term, drag/weight (D/W),
is determined approximately if the drag coefficient at peak dynamic pressure
(C_ ), the aerodynamic reference area , the peak dynamic pressure (q ), and
the weight of the vehicle at time of peak dynamic pressure are all known. For
a given configuration q is primarily a function of(T/W^ .
The ideal velocity required for orbit injection for a given mission
and a given configuration can be computed for a wide variation in vehicle weights
and thrust if the following four parameters are known:
(l) launch thrust/weight, (2) staging thrust/weight, (3) staging ideal velocity,
and (ij-) CDS /W.
max
Fortunately, these parameters are easily computed from known.vehicle character-
istics. The procedure then is to determine these ideal velocity requirements
for the polar mission from optimized ascent trajectory simulations using the
PRESTO (Preliminary Rapid Earth-to-Space Trajectory Optimization) computer
program over a range of these four parameters for each configuration.
The variation of ideal velocity required with these parameters can
be easily explained in terms of the shape of the optimum ascent trajectory.
As either the launch or staging thrust/weight .decreases, or staging velocity
decreases, the vehicle flies more vertically early in the trajectory causing a
"roller-coaster" effect in the latter part of the trajectory (see Figure ^ .2-2).
t
ALTITUDE
LOW THRUST/WEIGHT OR HIGH DRAG
HIGH THRUST/WEIGHT OR LOW DRAG
TIME
Figure .^2-2 Ascent Trajectory Shapes
This maneuver is necessary to keep the vehicle aloft with a lower spplied
acceleration, but increases the gravity velocity losses and thus the ideal
velocity required. Higher thrust/weight ratios cause flatter trajectories.
Increasing the drag causes a more vertical trajectory also, causing greater
gravity as well as drag velocity losses.
On-orbit velocities provided by the QMS and RCS system are inde-
pendent of vehicle characteristics, and so are known from mission requirements.
it-.2.2.2 SPECIFIC IMPULSE. The specific impulse (l ) of the engines of the
. sp
various.elements for each of the configurations show little variation with
vehicle parameters. The vacuum specific impulse of the main engines varies
slightly with sea-level thrust level, with an increase of 0.1 sec in I per
sp
100,000 Ibf change -in engine thrust level. The specific impulses of all OMS
and RCS systems are constant since the engine thrust levels are fixed.
The solid-rocket motors show the greatest variation of specific
.impulse, since it is a function of both propellant load and burn time, given by
the relation below:
I = 262.67 - 1-05 x 10"5 (Wp - 2869000) + .09^ 3 (t,, - 131.2)
spy P B .
where I is the vacuum specific impulse, W is the propellant load and t
spv ? a
is the burn time. As propellant load increases, the length of the SRM
decreases (diameter held constant at 156 in.) causing a decrease in nozzle
expansion ratio (nozzle exit diameter limited to 156 in.) and a decrease in
vacuum specific impulse. Increasing the burn time decreases the throat
diameter, increases the nozzle expansion ratio and increases the vacuum
specific impulse. It is assumed that the SRM maximum expected operating
pressure (MEOP) does not change with propellant load or burn time.
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k.3 COSTING METHODS
There are basically two ways to estimate Space Shuttle costs. Parametric
costing based on Cost Estimating Relationships (CERs), and bottom-up
costing based on detailed projected manhour, materials, and facility
requirements. Bottom-up costing is more accurate but requires a degree
of design and program definition that is impractical to achieve in
preliminary design. Also, it is impractical to derive cost sensitivities
to design changes from bottom-up costing. For trade and optimization
studies, parametric cost estimation is necessary when cost elements are
linked by simple relationships to appropriate system design parameters
called "cost drivers". These CERs are usually simple, single-parameter
/
expressions which can be easily evaluated. Also, for purposes of
sensitivity studies, they can be easily differentiated.
.^3.1 Assessment and Updating of Cost Estimating Relationships
Cost Estimating Relationships (CERs) are derived from historical data or
specific bottom-up cost estimates by making simplifying assumptions that
permit generation of the data. Cost estimates made on the basis of CERs
therefore have fairly large uncertainty. Much of the uncertainty,
however, is of a systematic nature over the range of costs for which the CER
is valid. Therefore, the cost derivatives can be expected to reflect cost
sensitivities to design changes with somewhat greater accuracy.
As this study pivots around the generation of cost/design sensitivities,
primary emphasis in updating existing CERs has been placed on cost slopes
rather than magnitude.
For a typical parallel staged solid-boosted orbiter with external tank
(similar to Configuration D), the significance of the major cost contributors
was assessed by calculating their contribution to cost increments due to
adding 1 Ib of inert weight to the orbiter (fixed performance sensitivities)
as shown in Table U.3-1.
Table U.3-1
TYPICAL COST SENSITIVITIES DUE TO WEIGHT ADDITION TO ORBITER
(ROCKET -ASSISTED ORBITER, 500 FLT. PROGRAM)
Orbiter
External Tank
Solid Rocket
Subtotal
Other
Total
d RDT&E
d WORE
$/LB
592
379
816
1787
% OF
TOTAL
%
2.2
/ _ _ /-\(20.6)
l.U
(2.5)
3.0
(2.2)
6.7
(25.3)
(11.5)
(36.6)
d RECURRING
d WORE
$/LB
10U
6^531
17782
"
22876
% OF
TOTAL
1°
1.7
(15-6)
17-5
(9.10
68.0
(30.1)
86.2
(55.1)
(8.3)
(63.10
d FROG COST
d WORE
$/LB
1033
5032 .
18598
2U663
1881
265^  '
% OF
TOTAL
>
3.9
(36.2)
18.9
(11.9)
70.1
(32,3)
92.9
(80.10
7.1
(19.6)
100
Note: (x) = % of program cost represented by this element.
In addition to giving the percentage distribution of the cost sensitivities,
the table gives, in parentheses, the percentage distribution of program
cost that is accounted for by the same CERs. It is interesting to note that
while the major vehicle elements account only for some 80 percent of baseline
cost, they do account for 93 percent of the cost increment due to resizing.
Also, while the orbiter accounts for 36 percent of cost, it contributes
only U percent of the" cost increment. This drastic switch is, of course,
due to some extent to the selected concept with its high degree of hardware
attrition in both solid rockets and external tanks. A fully reusable booster
will give more weight to the RDT&E CERs because the booster CERs are largely
identical with the orbiter CERs.
The fact remains that there are many cost elements in the cost program
that will not change as a result of vehicle resizing, and that a small
number of CERs will reflect almost the entire cost increment.
Rather than trying to update CERs across the board, which would have
been beyond the scope and means of this study, the three most significant
CERs were picked for critical review and updating. These, are:
• Orbiter Structure Design and Engineering ($519 of the $592
shown in Table *4-.3-l)
• External Tank Recurring Production ($^ 286 of the $^ 653)
• Solid-Rocket Recurring Production and Refurbishment (the entire
$17,782)
^.3-l.l Qrbiter Structure Design and Engineering Costs. The cost of
orbiter airframe development is reflected by two CERs in the LMSC
cost program:
• Orbiter Structure Design and Engineering
• Main Propulsion Design and Engineering
Of these, the second item accounts for only about 17 percent of the first
in terms of cost and about lU percent in terms of cost increment due to
orbiter weight change. We will therefore concentrate on discussing the
Orbiter Structure Design and Engineering CER, which was previously listed
as:
OSDC =lf.35 (ID'2) (WS) °'762
with costs in $10° and orbiter dry structure weight, OWS, in pounds.
This CER was originally extrapolated from a subsonic airframe CER by
estimating the additional requirements primarily for aerodynamic con-
figuration development. The high-speed thermal environment does not
greatly affect this CER, since the airplane structure, exclusive of its
heat shield, can be considered similar to that of a subsonic airplane.
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Heat shield development is accounted for under a separate CER. At the
time this CER was evolved, a 50 percent increase was allowed for structural
complexity and testing and about $90 million for aerodynamic configuration
development (mostly wind-tunnel testing). At the design point, this brought
the total up to 2.5 times the subsonic airplane CER Value. Since magnitude
of cost rather than slope was of primary concern, the coefficient in the
CER was multiplied by that amount. This implied, however, that the cost
of the aerodynamics program was a strong function of vehicle weight,
contributing to a steep cost slope. Further investigation showed, however,
that the cost of the aerodynamics program is essentially independent of
.vehicle weight as long as no switch in the mode of testing is involved.
The $90 million for the aerodynamics program has therefore been extracted
from the CER and expressed in terms of cost per wind-tunnel hour.
The new Orbiter Structure Design and Engineering CER, brought up to 1971-
dollar level is:
OSDC =2.795 (10~2) (OWS) °'762 + 2 (10"3) (HR)
At an 0¥S of 72,956 Ib and U5,000 hr (HR=. hours of wind-tunnel occupancy)
the cost slope is reduced from $2307/lb.to $l482/lb.
A comparison of the old and the new CERs is shown in Figure 4.3-1.
Prior to developing the above logic for an improved' CER for structure
development, other sources of data were reviewed which gave indications that
the slope of the previous CER was too great. A source of particular interest
is an unpublished report entitled "A Model for Estimating Total Program
Cost of Aircraft, Spacecraft, and Reusable Launch Vehicles," prepared in
1971 by Darrell E. Wilcox of NASA CART, Advanced Concepts and Missions
Division. This paper gives cost estimating relationships based on data
from high-speed aircraft and spacecraft programs including X-15, XB-7,
XF-104, XF-106, BGRV, Asset, and Gemini. The CER comparable to the LMSC
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CER for structure development has airframe weight and aircraft speed as
parameters. A Mach number can be computed at which this OART CER will
produce results comparable to those of the new LMSC CER. For the Configura-
tion D design point, a Mach number of 11.8 produces comparable cost and
a Mach number of 6.9 produces comparable sensitivity of cost to structure
weight.
This is a reasonable confirmation of the validity of the new LMSC CER
since the structural design problems of a high-speed aircraft for speeds
of Mach 7 and above could be expected to be similar to those of the Space
Shuttle orbiter. The slope of the CART CER (not a function of Mach number
on log log paper) is depicted in Figure U.3-1 for visual comparison.
U.3-1.2 External Tank Production Costs. Over the years, many companies
and government agencies have contributed to the improvement of CERs for
external tank production costs. At the time of this CER assessment, nine
production bid-type cost estimates were available for tanks with slightly
different but well-defined characteristics. Of these, four cost quotes
were available for a single tank specification. Of the sample tanks, the
stage-and-one half tanks had no deorbit system; all the other tanks had.
First, the tank weight and costs were normalized to exclude the deorbit
systems where applicable according to:
Cost of Deorbit System = 3 (lO~6) W, ($106)
Weights of Deorbit System = 0.05 W, (ib)
with W being the dry weight of an individual tank in pounds.
The new CER was generated by log log least-squares curve fitting. One
question arose as to what weight to attach to the group of four "identical
spec" bids. A variation of this weighting factor was performed and resulted
in the following CERs for droptank first unit cost (DTTFU):
DTTFU = A (W) B , ($106)
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It was concluded that the same level of detail was included in all cost
estimates and that a weighting factor of one should be applied. This
decision was simplified by the fact that the cost slope does not change
much if the weighting factor is changed from 1.0 to 1.5.
After adjusting to 1971 dollars, the new CER for External Tank First Unit
Cost becomes:
9.161 (10"^ ) (
Where
- DOTYTW 0,572
) (DTE)DTTFU = . 1  TPVW
DTFRYW = Drop Tank Dry Structure Weight
DODTW = Deorbit System Dry Weight
TFVN = No. of Tanks per Flight Set
DTK = Complexity Factor
This CER is plotted in Figure U.3-2 for several complexity factors along
with the nine design points used as a basis for least-squares fitting.
.^3.1.3 Solid Rocket Recurring Production and Refurbishment Costs. A
booster system for the Space Shuttle is considered here to consist of a
number of solid rocket motors (2 in Configurations C and D) .
Each solid-rocket motor in turn includes a solid motor and the subsystems.
The focal point of solid-rocket production cost estimation is the expendable
solid motor. Cost data from four contractors were available * to describe
the relationships between solid-motor average annual production costs,
solid -motor propellant weight, and total annual propellant batch production
*• Report, Alternate Concepts Study , Extension, Vol. II, Concept Analysis
and Definition, Part 3, SRM Boosters, LMSC-A995931, 15 Nov. 1971, (U) .
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as shown in Figure U.3-3- This presentation is based on having two solid
rockets per flight, as is the case for both Configurations C and D of
this study.
Between propellant weights of 1 and 1.6 million pounds, the cost data are
approximated by C = A + B Wp.
The scaling factors A and B are given in Figure U.3-^ as a function of
number of flights per year. The buildup schedule for flights per year is
patterned after but somewhat simplified from the schedule used by LMSC
for the Space Shuttle proposal effort. The three programs of 250, 500, and
750 operational flights-each start after an invariant 6 R&D flights,
followed by a geometrically similar launch rate buildup as shown in Figure
4.3-5.
Solid-motor subsystem first unit costs are given by:
Cost ($106) = 0.078 (10"3) (Wss)
Where Wss = Subsystem weight in pounds
The subsystem weight is a percentage of the Solid propellant weight (Wp)
as follows:
For recoverable solid rockets, the subsystem weight includes:
TVC 0.3/0 Wp
Parallel Staging 1.1$ Wp
Thrust Termination
System 0.1% Wp .
Recovery S/S Complex 0.5$ Wp
Wss = 2.0% Wp
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Subsystems unit cost then is:
1.56 (Wp) (CA), $106
Where (CA) is the cumulative average learning factor at 90
percent learning.
The combined CER for production cost per new reusable solid rocket is given
by:
Cost = 1.11 (cost of expendable solid motor + cost of subsystems)
The factor 1.11 accounts for an overall beefup of subsystems and motor to
provide reusability.
•9
The production cost per new reusable solid rocket is:
1.11 [A+B'¥p + 1.56 (Wp) -(:CA)]
The cost of recurring solid-rocket refurbishment has been estimated to be
55 percent of the new production cost. Since production costs have been
found to be a function of total annual propellant production (both new
production plus refurbishment), the factors A and B are functions of the
total number of flights per year. The three flight schedules are satisfied
with reusable solid rockets that are assumed to* be good for n = 10 design
uses. If the probability of recovery failure is p=0.1, then the effective
number of uses is neff = i (l - (l-p)n) = 6.51 which is rounded off to
6.0. It is assumed -that solid-rocket refurbishment requires a 6-month
period. Previous studies showed that this was the pacing time on laying ;
out solid-rocket production schedules.
For 500 total flights in 10 operational years, for example, the production
schedule is as shown in Table ^ .3-2. Varying the total number of flights
by some factor can be shown not to affect the scheduling. Rather, a lateral
expansion on production volume occurs. Therefore, for our three geometrically
similar flight schedules, the ratio of new to total production is only a
function of the calendar year rather than total production level.
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Due to scheduling effects, the average number of new production is a=0.l8^ ,
which is equivalent to 5.^ 3 effective uses per solid rocket, 16.5 percent
less than theoretically available. This excess capability is in the program
in terms of production lead to reduce program risk and in residual life
of solid motors at the end of the program. The resulting solid-rocket
recurring cost CER is therefore conservative.
The equation previously given for production cost per new reusable solid
rocket can be expressed as
A + B Wp with
A-L = 1.11A and B = 1.11 IB + 1.56 (C.A.)J
, . . New Production
with N± flights per year and A± = Total Production in vear i' and
assuming that the cost of a refurbished solid rocket is FR = 0.55 (new
cost), we obtain the total production cost of new solid motors and the total
refurbishment costs as follows: • -
Total New Production Costs = £ a.N.A, . + [ £ a.W.B, . ] Wp
Total Refurbishment Costs = F E (l-a.) N.A +[ FR E± (l-a^ N^ B.^ ] Wp
The CERs are referred to solid booster propellant weight WPSB ^ 2 Wp, (2
solid rockets per booster). For reusable solids, WPSB is 0.88 of the total
solid booster weight. The resulting CERs are in $10 and based on WPSB
in 106 Ib.
Total
Fits.
250
500
750
No. New
Sets
!*6
92
138
Total New Production
Costs (l)
158.3 + 98.7 WPSB
285.8 + 180.8 WPSB
U00.8 + 261.0 WPSB
No. Refurb
Sets
20k
hOQ
612
Total Refurbishment
Costs (2)
380.5 + 232. U WPSB
685.0 '+ ll-27.9 WPSB
956.6 +620.3 WPSB
Total recurring solid booster cost = (l) + (2)
U.3-2 Derivation of Direct Cost Sensitivities
As shown in Paragraph U.3.1, the significant CERs for the vehicle elements
take the general form:
Cost = A (W)B
Where W is a primary costing parameter or "cost driver" (usually weight) and
A and B are constants.
To derive direct cost sensitivity, the CER can be simply differentiated:
B—1
d (cost) = A B (W) ~ dW
It can be seen that to compute a total change in cost resulting from changes
in several cost drivers, the contribution due to each driver with a
different value of the exponent (B) must be computed separately before
summing. Table .^3-3 lists the principal vehicle elements and the
sensitivity exponents from.both the RDT&E and the first unit CERs
applicable to Configurations A through D.
The total RDT&E cost for the orbiter includes the sum of the subsystem
development costs plus a percentage of these costs for management and
integration plus the cost of the development hardware. The total program
RDT&E costs include the orbiter, tank, SRM, and support system development
costs plus the costs for development flight testing. The production
costs include the costs for building the flight hardware for the operational
program plus the costs for converting development flight orbiter to
operational status. Operational costs include the launch costs, orbiter
refurbishment costs, tank production costs, and SRM production/recovery
refurbishment costs.
While it is possible to compute direct cost sensitivities by differentiating
the CERs and evaluating these expressions, a perturbation method was used
in this study. After computing baseline costs, a series of perturbed cases
were computed by changing one cost driver at a time and computing a new
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set of costs. Direct cost sensitivities were then obtained by taking
system cost differences between the perturbed case and the baseline and
dividing by the amount of change in the driver. This approach was easily
accomplished using the costing computer program; it provides assurance
that all the secondary cost effects, such as those for system engineering
and management, are included.
k.k- FIXED-CAPABILITY SENSITIVITIES
Fixed-capability sensitivites predict the change iri weight or program
cost of various elements of the system when the weight of one of the elements
of the system is changed and the system is redesigned to meet all mission
and design requirements. This would be the case during the preliminary
or detailed design phases of the vehicle development program.
<•'
U.U.I Weight Sensitivities
Fixed-capability weight sensitivities are derived in the following manner.
First, a baseline design and ascent trajectory for the configuration is
established through detailed 'engineering analysis. The baseline design
is then perturbed by adding an input weight to one of the elements of
the system, and using the parametric design relationships discussed in
Section U.2, a new design meeting all system requirements is determined.
This perturbed design thus reflects the weight differences attributable
to the input weight for no change in system capability or performance.
The procedure is illustrated in Figure k.U-1 for the case of Configura-
tion D. The process is iterative in nature and has been mechanized by
a computer program for each configuration.
The two most important factors in deriving fixed-capability sensitivities
are the following: What performance or capability requirements should
be maintained and what redesign approach should be taken to meet those
requirements? For example, delivering payload to a given orbit is a
given performance requirement. If weight growth occurs in Configuration
D should the external tank or SRM or both be resized to meet that
requirement?
COto(UoobOC•HN•HCO(U«0)i-lO<U
Different design approaches to accomodate weight changes are taken during
the vehicle preliminary design phase than during the detailed design
phase. During vehicle preliminary design, more design parameters are
available to be changed; less vehicle elements have been frozen. Usually,
the propellant loadings for all elements may be varied in any way, and
both main engine and solid-rocket motor thrust may be altered (except for
Configurations C and D, in which the main engine thrust is fixed at the
ICD values to give more realistic values for the current Space Shuttle
Configuration). During detailed design, main engine thrust levels are fixed,
and only one element of the system, the one with the shortest development
time, is allowed to vary. The design approaches for the five configurations
are summarized in Figure U.t-2. Note that there is considerable variation
in the approach taken with different configurations. Each configuration
must be analyzed with its own characteristcs in mind, making a comparison
of weight sensitivities between configurations difficult to interpret.
Weight sensitivities may either increase or decrease as the design freeze
progresses -(see Table 5-1-1 in Section 5)- This depends on the relative
values of two conflicting effects: (l) early in the development program,
during the preliminary design phase more flexibility exists to minimize
weight changes by an optimum choice of design variables (such as propellant
loads), causing lower sensitivities, and (2) later in the program, as
the design definition progresses, growth margins maintained early in the
program may be relaxed, allowing for a lower weight change to maintain
requirements as growth occurs, which also causes low sensitivities.
Depending on which of these effects dominates weight sensitivities may
either increase or decrease in going from vehicle preliminary design to
detailed design. Examining Figure k.k-2, it can be seen that for Configura-
tions C, D, and E, launch weight was minimized as weight growth occurs
during preliminary design, but was not minimized during detailed design;
therefore, the sensitivities during detailed design would be expected to
be higher (also see Table 5.1-l). For Configurations A, and B, the launch
ryi
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thrust-to-weight ratio was maintained at its baseline value for weight
growth during preliminary design so that further weight growth might be
accomodated during detailed design. During detailed design, the thrust
was fixed and the thrust/weight ratio was reduced as weight.growth occurs.
Since both these sensitivities have minimum launch weights at thrust/
weight ratios lower than their baseline values, this effect reduced the
sensitivities considerably during the detailed design phase. In effect,
a weight growth margin was utilized to reduce a weight sensitivity. This
is true in general: a system which is initially overdesigned for its
requirements will have a lower sensitivity to weight growth later. Another
example of this is the case in which Configuration C or D is initially
designed at a higher than optimum staging velocity (larger SBM and smaller
tank than for the minimum launch weight system). If this is done, and only
the tank size is changed when weight growth occurs, the system will show
a lower sensitivity than if it were initially designed at the optimum
staging velocity, because as the tank size is increased the staging velocity
is reduced, moving toward the optimum value. This effect is discussed
further in Section 4.6.3.
k.h.2 Cost Sensitivities
Fixed capability cost sensitivites are determined by calculating the cost
of the weight increases of the elements and subsystems occurring during the
generation of fixed-capability weight sensitivities. These weight increases
are costed by utilizing the direct cost sensitivities discussed in Section
U.3, which are based on cost estimating relationships. The incremental cost
of each weight (or thrust) increase is calculated, and the total summed
to give the system cost. The input weight may be considered "free", with
no cost associated with it (its cost would be determined by separate analysis),
or it may be considered as structure weight, with its associated cost. The
former type of cost sensitivity is used for design weight/cost tradeoff studies.
The procedure described above is illustrated in Figure UA-3, where an example
is given.
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U.5 FIXED VEHICLE SENSITIVITIES
During the early phases of the Space Shuttle development program, the
sizing of the various vehicle elements must be frozen. The last element
size freeze may be less than 18 months into a 6-year development program.
As design changes occur during the remainder of development, weight
growth and reduction of contingencies can be expected. If remaining
contingencies approach zero, either weight reduction design changes are
introduced, usually at considerable cost to the program, or planned pay-
load capability is reduced.
Estimating the cost of weight reduction program is best done on the basis
of specific design'change possibilities. The value of such programs can
be estimated, however, by considering the alternative of accepting reduced
payload and evaluating fixed vehicle cost sensitivities. These are
measures of program cost increases which would result from reduction of
payload capability. A fixed vehicle cost sensitivity can be expressed
as -followsj PCL being payload capability loss.
A Cost A Cost PCL
A Input.Weight PCL A Input Weight
The former factor is a direct cost sensitivity and the latter is a fixed
vehicle performance sensitivity.
U.5.1 Fixed Vehicle Performance Sensitivities
The ascent payload loss resulting from changes in the weight of a system
element is computed by reference to ascent and reentry simulations which
assume the same vehicle, except for the addition of the input dry weight.
The changes made in the operation of the vehicle allow for addition of
propellant up to tank capacities (OMPS and RCS tanks were j of floaded in '
the baseline design on those missions which established vehicle sizing).
Weight increases without redesign also often imply relaxation of secondary
requirements such as landing speed and structural design margins. In any
case, no redesign penalties are assumed in this analysis to maintain these
design values constant.
The primary driver of fixed vehicle performance sensitivities is the point
in the mission (ideal velocity) at which the input weight is staged relative
to that at which payload is delivered. If orbiter dry weight is increased,
and the return payload requirement is maintained, propellants must be added
to maneuver and retro fire after payload delivery and to control the greater
inertia during reentry. The ratio of ascent payload capability loss to
input weight is greater than unity in this case. On the other hand, it
can be argued that a decrease in ascent payload could be accompanied by an
equivalent decrease in the return payload requirement. This is likely
since most missions which are return-payload critical return the complete
ascent payload. In this case (to be assumed here), PCL/Input Weight
equals unity. If the input weight is in the external tank or booster,
PCL/Input Weight is always less than unity. More refined assumptions,
using different performance sensitivities for different missions, will be
appropriate when realistic mission models become available.
k.5.2 Cost Sensitivity to Payload Capability Loss
If payload capability of the Shuttle is reduced below the planned level,
the program cost increase to accomplish a given set of missions is greater
than if the same potential loss had occured earlier, when it was still
possible to resize the vehicle to retain the planned payload capability.
An analysis summarized in this section provides an estimate (on a conservative'
(basis) of $85,000 of total program costs per Ib of payload loss (per flight)
on a 500-flight program. The largest corresponding value for resizing
is that for Configuration D and is $36,900/lb.
An extensive economic study of missions which require a tug (or kick
stage) has been done by LMSC under contract to NASA (Marshall Space Flight
Center contract NAS 8-27709, "Space Tug Economic Analysis", completed
in June 1972). Since tug flights constitute about 70 percent of all
Shuttle flights in a typical mission model, it was appropriate to use the
capabilities developed in the tug study as the principal basis for estimating
the cost of payload capability loss.
«'
A computer program for the tug study sought the minimum cost approach to
meeting a given set of mission requirements. It employs a reusable tug and
either reusable or expendable payloads in various modes (including expending
the tug when appropriate to get sufficient benefit from larger payloads)
and'Chooses the least costly mode for each mission. The particular choice
for each mission depends on the Shuttle payload capability and tug size.
The program was designed primarily to seek the optimum tug design but was.
found quite adaptable to the current problem.
One reservation in this application concerns an assumption used in the tug
study that only one mission type is considered in each Shuttle flight.' The
introduction of multiple-mission flights would increase the load factor
from the 70 to 80 percent typically found in tug study results. The cost
effects of payload capability loss would be greater at greater load factors
and sensitivity results from the tug study program can be considered
conservatively low.
Figure U. 5-1 summarizes the results of 5 runs of the tug economic study
computer program. All cases meet the same mission requirements of 4^-22
payload placements for 57 space programs. The reference case assumes
j 65 Klb Shuttle capability on an east mission and an Hg/Og tug with
'50 Klb propellant capacity which has been found optimum for the 65
\KIb\ Shuttle case. When the Shuttle payload is decreased, the mission
modes shift toward less reusable and more expendable payloads and more
cases of expending the tug. Also, the tug is flown offloaded jin more
cases and additional Shuttle flights are sometimes used for completion of '
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fueling. In some cases, payloads are assumed to be redesigned to lighter
weight configurations using more costly technology.
If a significant payload capability loss occurs and the tug is not resized,
the penalty could be $15^ ,500 per Ib for this mission model (with ^98
Shuttle flights in the reference case) or $310 per Ib. per flight. If,
on the other hand, the amount of payload loss is accurately predicted and
an optimum-sized tug developed for the new Shuttle capability (36 Klb ,
tug is near-optimum for Shuttle with 50 Klb '.east capability), the
program cost penalty can be reduced to $63,30° Per Ib, or $127 per Ib per
flight.
To estimate the cost effects on a mixed mission, model, reference was made
to a payload listing dated August 1971 and supplied to Phase B extension
contractors in December 1971 (as attachment to Technical Directive L-2, '
"Payload Impact Analysis on Orbiter Subsystems"). This'list totaled
695 missions (placements and revisits) and can be broken down as shown in
Fig. U.5-2. An estimated 700 Shuttle flights may be required for the 695
missions distributed as shown. This might be U88 tug flights, greater than
the ^13 placements by the same ratio as in the reference case in Figure
U.5-1. On the direct placement missions, those with a ratio of payload
to capability near unity would of course require one flight per placement.
Those with payloads less than 1/5 capability (many are revisits with only
a few hundred Ib) can either be flown on multiple missions or carried piggy-
back on other flights (e.g., on tug flights, the load factor is only
about 70 per cent). Perhaps 2U new multiple flights would be needed for
the 9^- light payloads; at an average of 3 missions per flight, 72 would
be handled, leaving 22 to be flown piggy back, about 2 per year.
A rationale for estimating A Cost/PCL for all mission types except the last
column of Figure .^5-2 has been developed. As shown, proportioning the
previous 700 flights down to a 500-flight program leaves only 5 flights in
this last column. Tug mission cost sensitivity (the vast majority of the
4-56
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500) has already been discussed. The $250/lb for station supply assumes:
(l) the airbreathing engine system is not used on the majority of these
flights so that the reference payload is about Uo,000 Ib, (2) the same
total payload weight must be delivered after loss in capability, and
(3) the Shuttle cost is $10 million per flight. Thus, the cost per Ib
per flight is $10M divided by Uo,000 Ib or $250/lb. If a small PCL occurs,
additional flights would be added at this penalty. A much .larger penalty
(about $500/lb) occurs if airbreathing engines are assumed.
Many of the specific-purpose missions which use most of the shuttle cap-
ability are flown at 200 to 300 mile altitude at 55 deg to 75 deg in-
clination and weigh 25,000 to 30,000 Ib.
A loss in payload capability would imply using more costly technology to
reduce weight in these payloads. Such cost effects vary widely and depend
on the character of the baseline design case. If the payload baseline
design is driven by cost so as to minimize the sum of transportation and
payload costs, an estimate can be made. The users fee schedule might be
expected to have a derivative with respect to payload weight which is
approximately the ratio of Shuttle flight cost to payload capability on the
mission in question; $10M divided by 30,000 is about $350/lb. The user
would reduce his total cost to a minimum if his baseline design point were
chosen so that the slope of the payload total cost is the negative of the
slope of his transportation fee or A $EL/A WEL = - $350/lb. If a weight-
saving redesign is needed as a change from this baseline, the user would
need to make the most cost-effective changes at a rate slightly greater
than this value. No penalty is assumed for the 17 multiple-mission flights
with small payload, since they are likely to be volume limited or opportunity
limited and do not use full capability. The 5 others are assigned an average
value of $200/lb per flight.
Multiplying the number of flights of each mission type by the cost per Ib
per flight and summing gives $85,000/lb for the total program cost effect
of payload capability loss on a 500-flight program. Because of the
conservative assumptions throughout this analysis, this value may be
considered a lower limit. An upper limit may be estimated by assuming
that the same total payload weight is to be delivered by additional flights.
If the average payload is Uo,000 Ib the cost is about $250/lb/flt or $125,000/lb
for 500 flights.
IK6 FACTORS AFFECTING WEIGHT SENSITIVITY VALUES
The value of fixed-capability weight sensitivities is affect -d by various
factors. These factors can make major differences in the values of sensitivites
(a factor of 2 or more). To understand sensitivities it is necessary to
understand how these factors can affect sensitivity values.
In general, the more stages a launch vehicle has, the less sensitive it
is to weight growth. A single-stage system is much more sensitive to weight
growth of its single stage than a three-stage system is to its final stage.
Systems with high specific .impulses have lower sensitivity to weight growth
than systems with low specific impulse. Vehicles with stages which have a
high structural efficiency (low structure weight/propellant ratio) have a
lower sensitivity than, those with low structural efficiency. Space Shuttle
vehicles which take all of their main thrust engines to orbit (such as
Configurations A and B) show a higher sensitivity than if some of the
engines were dropped earlier in the trajectory. The ratio of engine weight
to thrust has a very strong effect on such sensitivities. The configurations
in this study have many of,these characteristics, some tending to increase their
sensitivities and some tending to decrease them. Configuration A has a
high specific impulse in both stages and a high structural efficiency in
the first stage (droptanks) but a low structural efficiency in the second
stage and carries its engines to orbit. The former characteristics
giving low sensitivities are offset by the latter characteristics. Con-
figurations C and D have a low specific impulse and a relatively low structural
efficiency in the first stage (solid-rocket motors) but a high specific
impulse and high structural efficiency in the second stage (external tank).
Other factors which affect the.sensitivity values for a given configuration
are discussed in the following sections. These are categorized as follows:
requirements, design approach, weight-scaling relationships,\ and baseline
design selection.
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U.6.1 Requirements
Performance and design requirements are major drivers for fixed-capability
sensitivities. If there are no requirements, all sensitivities are
zero as weight growth occurs. The major performance and design requirements,
and their effect on the vehicle elements and subsystems, is shown in
Figure h.6-1 for Configuration D. A breakdown of orbiter indirect weight
changes by requirement for Configuration D is shown in Figure h.6-2.
If any of these requirements are relaxed, the orbiter weight sensitivity
(and hence the system gross weight sensitivity) will be reduced.
U.6.2 Design Approach
The design approach used in' generating sensitivities is essentially the process
of deciding which vehicle parameters will be varied and which will be held
constant. These decisions will affect the value of the sensitivities
somewhat. The only difference between preliminary design weight sensitivities
and detailed design weight sensitivities is in the design approach. The
requirements in both cases are identical. The design approach is dictated
by which items of the vehicle are available to be changed (no design freeze)
and what growth margins are desirable to maintain. , •
The major items to be considered in the design approach are propellant
load and thrust of the major elements. Configuration D may be used as an
example. Figure U.6-3 demonstrates various options of resizing the system
to maintain payload. Either the external tank or the solid-rocket motor
or both may be increased as weight growth occurs. Also, either the main
engine or solid-rocket motor thrust may be changed (or both or neither).
These choices are shown schematically.in Figure.U.6-3.
During preliminary design, both the tank and SRM sizes are varied to minimize
the launch weight increase when weight growth occurs. The main engine thrust-
is fixed, but the SRM thrust varies to maintain the launch thrust/weight ratio.
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During detailed design, the external tank size is frozen and only the SRM
propellant and thrust is varied. An alternate approach (effects discussed
in Section ^ .6.3) might be to freeze the SRM propellant and thrust
during detailed design and change only the tank size. This latter procedure.
is not used, since it provides only a small amount of additional'weight
growth (since the main engine thrust is fixed as tank propellant is added
the staging thrust/weight is reduced, causing additional gravity velocity
losses which nearly offset the additional ideal velocity gained from the
added tank propellant). The three methods are shown in Figure h.6-h,
where gross weight as a function of staging velocity is shown for two
cases: the baseline system and a perturbed system, where an input weight
of 1800 Ib is added to the orbiter. Note that the baseline system.is chosen
at the minimum launch weight design point. When the SRMs only are changed
(fixed tank), the staging velocity increases;-when the tank only is changed
(fixed SRM), the staging velocity decreases.' 1 The minimum launch weight
sensitivity is obtained when both the. SRMs and external tanks are changed,
and staging velocity is approximately unchanged. The fixed capability
weight sensitivities for these three cases are shown in Figure U.6-5.
k.6.3 Baseline Vehicle Selection
Weight sensitivities are also a strong function of the baseline selection.
As an example, for Configuration D, if a system with a different staging
velocity (different sizes of SRMs and external tank), were chosen as the
baseline system, substantially different sensitivity values would be
obtained, especially for the case in which the SRM size is fixed. The
reason for this trend is illustrated in Figures k.6-6 and k.6-7. As the
staging velocity of the baseline vehicle is increased, the sensitivity of j
gross weight to orbiter input weight.is reduced. For sufficiently low
staging velocities, this sensitivity approaches infinity; as propellant
is added to the tank, payload capability is actually reduced because the
.increased velocity losses resulting from a lower thrust/weight ratio are
greater than the increased ideal velocity supplied by the additional
propellant. This effect can be shown in a slightly different manner in.
Figure U.6-8.
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U.6.4 Weight-Scaling Relationships
As the ratio of inert weight increase to propellant weight increase (
A Wp) increases for an element in the system, fixed capability weight
sensitivities also increase, assuming that that element is resized when the
sensitivity is..generated. As an example of this effect, consider Configuration
D when only the. external tank is resized to maintain payload capability.
Figure h.6-9 shows the variation of the launch weight-orbiter input weight
sensitivity as the weight-scaling law of the external tank is changed. As
the structural efficiency of the tank is reduced, the sensitivity increases
rapidly. At a certain structural efficiency, this sensitivity will approach
infinity because the additional tank weight carried to orbit decreases the
ideal velocity supplied more than the increased propellant increases the
velocity. Similar effects could be shown for the SRMs or for elements of
the other configurations.
k.1' ANALYTICAL DERIVATION - .
Fixed capability weight sensitivities can be derived analytically, but the
derivations are long and complex because of the large number of variables
that change. Some sensitivities, such as for minimum launch weight, are .
virtually impossible to express analytically. The analytical procedure is
to differentiate the basic performance relation (Equation (l) in Section
4.2) and to substitute in the derivatives of inert weight, ideal velocity,
and specific impulse with respect to propellant load, thrust, and dependent
functions of these variables (such as burn time for the SRMs, staging velocity
for the heat-sink booster, etc.). Thus, very complicated equations will
result.
As a very elementary example of how this might be done, this process
has been carried out for a single-stage vehicle with a constant ideal
velocity requirement (which is unrealistic, as has been shown in
Section .^22-1). Furthermore, specific impulse is assumed to be constant,
the thrust effect on weight is not considered, and a linear scaling law of
the stage inert weight with propellant is assumed. With this assumptions,
4-71
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a derivation of the sensitivity ( ALaunch Weight/ AOrbiter Input Weight) is
given in Figure ^ .7-1. An expression for the launch -weight C^ -,-™) is
first derived in terms of the inert weight (W), ideal velocity required |
(A V) and specific impulse (ISP)• The stage inert weight-scaling law is
given as • . _; ... ... —
; ~ • T.'V-;C + K = v
The launch weight is then differentiated, giving the sensitivity. Note
that the sensitivity increases as the ideal velocity and the factor K
increases. •
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Section 5
STUDY RESULTS ' '
5.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS !
The principal results of this study are the values of the sensitivities tab-
ulated in this section. Tables 5-l-l> 5-1-2, and 5.1-3 summarize the most
significant results, as follows:
• Table 5-1-1 summarizes system weight sensitivities to orbiter •
structure weight for each configuration and program phase.
• Table 5-1-2 summarizes the most significant program cost
sensitivities to structure weight of each vehicle element of
each configuration for the three program phases studied.
• Table 5-1-3 provides a complete listing of fixed-vehicle
sensitivity results. These are payload capability and
program cost sensitivities applicable in the test/operations .
phase when it is assumed that the vehicle can no longer be
resized to maintain capability.
A final table in this section, Table 5-1-^, provides an index to the U8
tables with detailed listing of fixed-capability sensitivities (Tables
5.2-1 through 5.6-6).
The preliminary design and detailed design weight sensitivities in Table
5.1-1 are fixed-capability sensitivities.* That is they reflect vehicle
redesign to maintain fixed system performance capability. The pattern of
values may be understood by first observing the indirect dry weight sensitivi-
ties or the orbiter, detailed design phase, which range from 0.23 to 0.^ 5 pounds
per pound. These values involve similar changes to different configurations to
*Alsp referred to as fixed-performance sensitivities.
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TABLE 5-I-1* INDEX TABLE FOR FIXED-CAPABILITY SENSITIVITY TABLES
CONFIGURATION A TABLES . -
Preliminary Design Phase
Orbiter Drop Tank
500-flt. prog. 5-2-1 5.2-2
250-flt. prog. 5.2-5 5.2-6
750-flt. prog. 5.2-9 5-2-10
Detailed Design Phase
Orbiter Drop Tank
5.2-3
5-2-7
5.2-11
5.2-4
5.2-8
5.2-12
CONFIGURATION B TABLES (500-flt. Prog, only)
P-D Phase _
Orbiter External Tank Drop Tank Orbiter
5-3-1 5-3-2 5-3-3 5-3-4
CONFIGURATION.C TABLES (500 fit. Prog, only)
D-D Phase
External Tank Drop Tank
5-3-5 5.3-6
P-D Phase
Orbiter External Tank SEM
5.^ -1 5-4-2 5-4-3
D-D Phase
Orbiter External Tank
5.4-4 5-4-5
CONFIGURATION D TABLES
P-D Phase
Orbiter Ext.Tank SRM
500 fits: 5.5-1 5-5-2 5-5-3
250 fits: 5-5-7 5-5-8 5-5-9
750 fits: 5-5-13 5.5-14 5-5-15
D-D Phase
Orbiter External Tank
' 5-5-^
5-5-10
5-5-16
5.5-5
5-5-11
5-5-17
CONFIGURATION E TABLES (500-flt. Prog, only)
P-D Phase
Orbiter External Tank Booster
5.6-1 5-6-2 5.6-3 5.6-4 5.6-5
SEM
5.4-6
SEM
5-5-6
5.5-12
5-5-18
.D-D Phase*
Orbiter External Tank Booster
5-6-6
5-5
maintain the same set of requirements: on-orbit maneuvers, reentry crossrange,
flying and landing loads, and landing speed. The increase from 0.23 to 0.30
from Gonfiguration A through B to C reflects the increasing sensitivity of
smaller delta-body orbiters (a given change is a larger percentage of the
basic structure). The fact that the delta wing orbiter is about 50 percent
more sensitive than the delta-body (Configuration D versus Configuration C)
is an unexpected result and is discussed in some detail in Section U.2. It
stems from three sources:
1. There is a significantly lower sensitivity of fin weight
to landing weight (delta-body) than wing weight to landing
weight (delta wing) to maintain landing speed.
2. The body struc'ture of the delta-body requires less redesign
for structural integrity because line loads are smaller
(much of it is already minimum gage).
3. The auxiliary propulsion system (OMPS and RCS) for the delta-
body uses a common supply system and has high specific impulse
rather than having separate systems (and modularized) with
moderate specific impulse so that the tankage growth is much
less severe.
Other variations of the weight sensitivities arise from resizing groundrules
(see Figure 2-2). For instance, the orbiter dry weight sensitivities for
Configurations A, B, and E are higher in preliminary design than in detailed
design because main engine thrust is changed in the one case and not in the
other. (Configuration E orbiter engine is changed to maintain commonality
with the booster engine.) Superimposed on these engine weight changes are,
of course, greater changes in all the indirect effects.
Variations in the growth of lower stages also shows examples of the effects
of resizing constraints. For instance, the stage-and-one-half systems
(Configurations A and B) become less sensitive in the detailed design phase
5-6
than in the preliminary design phase, while the other configurations
become more sensitive. The former effect reflects a shift from constant
thrust-to-weight sizing to constant thrust sizing. The orbiter growth
becomes much less with no engine change which more than compensates for
the effects of less efficient ascent (higher gravity losses at lower
thrust-to-weight). The increasing sensitivity of Configurations C, D,
and E arises from less effective resizing when only one lower stage is
changed. The fact that these are small increases indicates that there is
little penalty for freezing the size of the other stage. .
The system cost sensitivities in Table 5-1-2 summarize the most important
results of the study. Several aspects of the variations in these sensitivities
are discussed in Section 1. One additional parameter shown in Table 5.1-2
is the effect of program size on cost sensitivities for Configurations
A and D. Nonrecurring effects have a much bigger effect for A than D.
and a 50 percent change in the operational program size has a somewhat
smaller effect on Configuration A total program cost sensitivities than
is the case for Configuration D.
Tables 5.2-1 through 5-6-6 provide detailed listings ofjfixed-capability
sensitivity results. Each table gives:
(1) Performance sensitivities for all significant cost drivers and
for each vehicle element*
(2) Direct cost sensitivities for each cost driver
' (3) System cost sensitivities computed by summing the products of
the appropriate performance and direct cost sensitivities.
These tables are numbered as shown in Table 5.1-1)-.
*The term "performance sensitivities" includes both weight sensitivities
and sensitivities of other parameters, specifically engine thrust in these
tables.
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